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ABSTRACT 

The LexA protein of E. coli is a repressor of at least 20 genes in the 

50S regulon, and by this function plays a major role in regulating the 50S 

response. Two different genetic approaches have bes'" taken to define the 

DNA binding domain of LexA repressor. First, several mutant repressors 

which are defective in DNA binding have been isolated. The mutations 

generating these repressors were dominant to WxA+, indicating that the 

mutant proteins can act in trans to interfere with binding of normal repressor to 

an operator sequence. The repressors may be defective due to elimination or 

disruption of contacts made between side chain(s) within the protein and the 

DNA helix but dominant because they can still interact with other monomers of 

LexA protein. In a second experiment to define the DNA binding domain of 

LexA protein, a novel genetic selection has been used to isolate DNA binding 

specificity mutants. The ~ operator (eTG TATGA.GCATA CAG), a known 

1uA binding site, has been altered in a symmetric fashion. This choice was 

based on the assumption that the dyad symmetry of the operator indicates at 

least two repressor monomers bind to each operator such that each monomer 

recognizes one half of the operator. A class of mutant repressors which 

restored binding to this altered operator but had little affinity for the wild-type 

~ operator was isolated. This type of mutation allowed the identification of 

amino acids in the repressor which are likely to make specific contacts with 

base-pair(s) in the DNA binding site. By examining the effects of a series of 
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amino acid substitutions on repressor specificity I it was possible to show that a 

glutamic acid residue at position 45 (E45) contacts the first and last base-pair 

of the consensus ~ operator (eTG TATGA.GCATA CAG). 

80th negative dominant and operator recognition mutations were 

located in a small region that was previously identified to specify a 

helix-tum-helix motif based on sequence similarity to other repressors. These 

studies therefore suggest that LexA protein may bind to DNA by a 

helix-tum-helix motif similar to these repressors. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview of the SOS response 

Upon treatment of E. coli with a variety of DNA damaging treatments 

such as exposure to UV light or mitomycin C, the SOS response is induced. 

This response includes significant changes in cellular processes such as 

increased excision and recombinational repair, increased mutagenesis, 

induction of temperate prophages, and inhibition of cell division (Little and 

Mount 1982; Walker 1984; Walker 1985). Two genes, ~ and iexA, playa 

critical role in the regulation of the SOS response. LexA protein is a repressor 

of at least 20 unlinked genes known as the SOS regulon. Following an 

inducing treatment, LexA protein is destroyed by proteolytic cleavage, thereby 

derepressing the SOS regulon. RecA protein acts to facilitate this cleavage of 

LexA protein in the induced cell (Little 1984). 

In the uninduced E. coli cell, the basal level of transcription of a gene 

regulated by LexA protein is thought to be a function of three parameters: i) 

the strength of the promoter. ii) the affinity of LexA protein for the operator. iii) 

the proximity of the operator region to the promoter. The focus of this 

dissertation will be the mechanism of binding of LexA protein to the operator 

sequence. 
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DNA determinants important for protein-DNA interactions 

One mode of genetic regulation originates by the action of 

sequence-specific DNA binding proteins. These proteins are able to bind to a 

DNA sequence that only occurs a few times in the entire chromosome. An 

unsolved problem is defining how such a regulatory protein discriminates 

between target sequences and other DNA sequences. 

One possible mechanism for specificity can be appreciated by 

examining the structure of DNA. DNA in a cell is present in the 8-form, which 

has a major groove and a smaller minor groove in the double-stranded helix. 

The major and minor grooves expose a number of hydrogen bond donor and 

acceptor sites originating from the sides of the base-pairs of the DNA. 

Specificity of binding might be determined as a pattern of such sites within a 

particular DNA sequence. Proteins might bind to these sites by their ability to 

form hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals contacts with DNA. Studies with 

model systems have suggested a protein must form a minimum of two 

hydrogen bonds to identify a base-pair unambiguously (Seeman et al. 1976). 

In addition to sequence information, local variation in structure of 

8-DNA may also be an important role in DNA protein recognition. 8-DNA has 

been shown to exhibit a large degree of structural variation (Calladine and 

Drew 1986; Dickerson and Drew 1981; Ohlendorf et al. 1983b). For example, 

central base-pairs of phage 434 operator, not directly contacted by phage 434 

repressor, play an important role in repressor recognition, presumably by 
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affecting DNA conformational flexibility (Koudelka et al. 1987). 

The DNA recognition site of LexA protein 

The DNA operator sequence recognized by LexA protein was first 

identified by DNase footprinting of the ~ and~ regulatory regions (Brent 

and Ptashne 1981 ; Little et al. 1981). A consensus sequence 

(CTGTNNNN.NNNNNCAG) exhibiting dyad symmetry and an AT rich center 

sequence has been derived for sites bound by LexA protein (Wertman and 

Mount 1985). A detailed genetic analysis has identified the outermost 

base-pairs of 1uA consensus sequence to be the most critical for binding of 

repressor (Wertman and Mount 1985). OMS protection of the ~ operator 

occurs mainly in the outer region of the operator suggesting contacts between 

LexA protein and DNA operator occur mainly within two distinct regions of the 

major groove (Brent and Ptashne 1981; Hurstel et al. 1986). Thus, the 

external, highly conserved base-pairs of the ~ binding site are the most 

likely candidates for specific contacts by amino acids of the LexA protein. 

More internal base-pairs of the consensus sequence may act to preserve the 

structural integrity and flexibility of the operator necessary for LexA binding. 

The appearance of DNase 1- and hydroxyl radical-hypersensitive sites 

following binding of LexA protein to the ~ operator suggests that local 

deformations of the DNA helix may be associated with repressor binding 

(Brent and Ptashne 1981; Little et al. 1981; Hurstel et al. 1986; Hurstel et al. 

1988). Upon binding of LexA protein to the operator of the kaa gene, a DNA 
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bend is known to be induced (Lloubes et al. 1988). 

Although nonspecific interactions may not contribute to the binding 

specificity of a protein, this type of interaction contributes a significant part to 

the overall binding energy. Nonspecific interactions are thought to occur 

between amino acid residues of a protein and the sugar-phosphate backbone 

of B-form DNA. Hydroxyl radical and ethylation interference studies have 

revealed close contact between LexA protein and the sugar-phosphate 

backbone at both ends of the ~ operator sequence (Hurstel et al. 1988). 

Another aspect of LexA protein binding site is the dyad symmetry of the 

operator. Operator sequences with dyad symmetry allow a single protein to 

increase selectivity for the correct target sequence by forming multimers from 

the monomeric form and by binding to two contiguous half-sites. This mode of 

recognition is used by many DNA binding proteins. For example, A cl and 

phage 434 repressors, A ero protein, E. coli catabolite activator protein (CAP) 

protein (reviewed in Pabo and Sauer 1984), and E. coli Trp repressor 

(Gunsalus and Yanofsky 1980) all interact in a dimeric form with a 

symmetrically related binding site. DNase I and hydroxyl radical footprinting 

have shown that both half sites of the ~ operator are bound by repressor 

(Brent and Ptashne 1981; Little et al. 1981; Hurstel et al. 1988). The symmetry 

of the protection patterns suggests that at least two LexA monomers are 

bound to a single operator sequence. LexA protein may exist primarily as 

monomer'" in the cell (Schnarr et al. 1985). The real mechanism of LexA 



binding to an opera!or sequer:ce is presently unknown. Models for lexA 

multimerization and DNA binding have been derived from this work and will 

be discussed further in chapter 4. 

Protein Motifs Used for DNA Binding 

Helix-turn-helix motif 

1 7 

Presently, there are two major protein binding motifs which sequence 

specific DNA binding proteins use to bind DNA. The first binding motif stems 

from model building from several crystal structures of prokaryotic DNA binding 

proteins. These proteins include lambda cl (Pabo and lewis 1982), lambda 

ero (Ohlendorf el al. 1982), and E. Coli catabolite activator protein (CAP) 

(McKay and Steitz 1981). All of these structures contain protrusions from the 

core of the protein in the form of two helices separated by a turn. The first 

helix lies across the major groove making sequence-independent 

(non-specific) contacts with the DNA phosphate backbone. The second helix, 

termed the recognition helix, lies within the major groove making specific 

hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals contacts with DNA base-pairs. This type 

of binding structure has been termed a helix-turn-helix motif (reviewed in 

Pabo and Sauer 1984) (see Figure 1.1). This motif structure has been 

substantiated as a DNA contacting domain of proteins by the solving of 

several DNA protein co-crystals including phage 434 repressor-operator 

(Anderson el al. 1987), amino terminal domain of lambda cl protein-operator 

(Jordon and Pabo 1988), and E. coli Trp repressor-operator (Otwinowski el al. 
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Figure 1.1. A major DNA binding domain, termed a helix-turn-helix motif, 

stems from model building of several crystal structures of prokaryotic DNA 

binding proteins. a-3, termed the recognition helix, makes specific contacts 

with base-pairs in the major groove of B-DNA. a-2 lies across the major 

groove making non-specific contacts with the DNA phosphate backbone. 

Diagrams a and b represent different views of the protein-DNA complex 

(Figure from Ohlendorf 8t al. 1983b). 
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1988). Although these co-crystals show the helix-tum-helix binding motif of 

the protein associated with DNA, the orientation of the recognition helix in the 

major groove varies between repressors. For example, in the case of phage 

434 repressor, the NH2-end of the recognition helix contacts the major groove 

of DNA. Three Gin amino acids in the recognition helix appear to make the 

primary contacts with base-pairs in the major groove. In the case of Trp 

repressor, the recognition helix (helix E) is oriented with its helical axis almost 

perpendicular to the DNA axis. There are no direct hydrogen bonds to bases 

in the major groove that contribute to specificity. Rather, specificity is conferred 

through an operator sequence that allows the DNA to adopt a particular 

confirmation which permits several solvent mediated hydrogen bonds to be 

formed between protein side chains and the phosphate backbone. Genetic 

studies involving 1m DNA binding specificity mutants are not in agreement 

with this variation in the model and suggest the E. coli Trp repressor-operator 

co-crystal represents a non-specific complex. Here, Thr81 is thought to 

contact the A:T base-pair at position 8 and the T:A base-pair at position 15 of 

the 1m operator (Bass et al. 1988). Further investigation will be required to 

distinguish between these models for Trp repressor-operator interaction. 

Comparisons of the structures of the amino terminus of lambda 

repressor, lambda Cro, and E. Coli CAP also suggest the recognition helix of 

these proteins insert into the major groove in a significantly different fashion 

(Ohlendorf et al. 1983a; Weber and Steitz 1984). However, so called "helix 

swap" experiments have been used to show that the recognition helixes of 
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434 repressor. 434 Cro. and Salmonella phage P22 repressor are probably 

inserted into the major groove of DNA in a similar fashion. 434 repressor can 

be given partial binding specificity of 434 Cro by substituting selected amino 

acids of 434 repressor to 434 Cro in the recognition helix (Wharton et al. 

1984). Similar experiments have changed 434 repressor specificity to P22 

repressor specificity (Wharton and Ptashne 1985). These experiments 

suggest that protein and/or DNA flexibility permit the recognition helix of 434 

repressor. 434 Cro. and Salmonella phage P22 to adopt a similar orientation. 

Zinc finger motif 

The second major binding motif for protein domains contacting DNA is 

known as the zinc finger motif. This motif was first identified in the 

transcription factor TFIlIA from Xenopus (Miller et al. 1985). Presently. two 

types of zinc fingers have been identified. the Cys-His finger motif (in the case 

of TFIIIA) and the Cys-Cys finger motif (in the case of GAL4 transcription 

activator) (reviewed in Evans and Hollenberg 1988). In both types of motif 

structures. zinc is required for the protein-DNA binding activity. Computer 

homologies have identified a number of DNA binding proteins that contain two 

to 10 potential zinc fingers. arranged in a somewhat linear array (Evans and 

Hollenberg 1988). To date. no structure of a zinc finger protein has been 

solved. However. extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) study on 

TFIIIA has shown that zinc is coordinated with two cysteine residues and two 

histidine residues (Diakun et al. 1986). Several metalloenzymes. whose 
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structures are known. have shown homology with the zinc finger motif. These 

results have lead to a proposed structure of a zinc finger as having two 

anti-parallel ~-sheets and a-helix coordinated with a zinc atom (Berg 1988). 

The location of the DNA contacting residues in zinc fingers is unclear. 

However. zinc finger motifs may be important in maintaining the overall 

structure of the DNA binding region of the protein and in making non-specific 

contacts with DNA. Amino acid sequences in the vicinity of zinc fingers may 

be responsible for specific DNA contacts (Struhl 1989). 

Other Protein Motifs Used for DNA Binding 

Several other DNA binding motifs of proteins have been identified. 

First. the structure of EcoRI endonuclease complexed with its recognition site 

has been solved (McClarin et al. 1986). Upon EcoRI binding to its recognition 

sequence (GAA.TTC). a DNA kink is induced. This distortion of DNA widens 

the major groove. allowing the accommodation of four NH2-terminal ends of 

a-helixes as well as displacing the central A:T and T:A base-pairs such that 

they can be contacted by amino acid side chains of the protein. Second. Arc 

and Mnt repressors of Salmonella phage P22 bind to DNA through the NH2-

terminal region (Youderian et al. 1983; Vershon et al. 1986). Hybrid proteins 

between Arc and Mnt have identified a stretch of amino acids in both proteins 

which is responsible for Arc and Mnt DNA binding specificities (Knight and 

Sauer 1989). The mechanism by which Arc and Mnt interact with DNA is 
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unknown. Methylation protection experiments suggest recognition of 

base-pairs probably occurs through major groove interaction (Vershon et a/. 

1987). Third, a more recent motif called a Leucine Zipper has been identified 

as a structure that may be involved in DNA binding (Landschulz et al. 1988). 

This motif contains several leucine residues spaced seven amino acids apart. 

These residues are thought to be important for the association of two alpha 

helices which are involved in contacting DNA. 

The DNA Binding Domain of LexA protein 

Several studies have indicated that the DNA binding domain of LexA 

protein resides in the NH2-terminus. First, several frameshift mutations in the 

middle of the JW gene (involving amino acids 70-100) result in production of 

an NH2-terminal fragment which represses several SOS fusions when 

overproduced (Little and Hill 1985). Second, gene fusions utilizing the first 87 

amino acids of LexA protein with the yeast GAL4 gene retain the ability to 

recognize a binding site for LexA protein (Brent and Ptashne 1985). Third, 

DNase I footprinting using purified NH2-terminal fragment has been shown to 

protect the ~ operator, a known JW binding site (Hurstel et al. 1986). 

LexA protein exhibits sequence similarity with other DNA binding proteins 

whose structure is known, such as lambda cl, lambda Cro, and E. coli. CAP, in 

a region which specifies a helix-tum-helix motif. This similarity suggests that 

amino acids 28-47 could specify such a motif in LexA protein (Pabo and 

Sauer 1984). Amino acids 28-35 would correspond to the first helix (alpha 2) 
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I-f .... )"--__ H_e_lix __ ~}- Turn -f ..... )"'--___ H_el_ix ____ H 

Acl (32-53) S 0 E S V A D K 11 ......... i 11 G ........ 0 S G 1. GAL F N 6 

ACro (15-36) GOT K T A K D L ......... .G. V Y ........ 0 SAl N K A I H A 

CAP (168-189) T ROE I.G. 0 I V ......... .G. C S ........ R E T 1. G R ILK 11 

lexA (27-48) Y RAE I A 0 R L ........ .G. F R ........ S P N A A E E H L K 

Figure 1.2. Alignment of helix-tum-helix DNA binding domain of three 

proteins whose structures have been solved with a region near the 

NH2-terminus of LexA protein predicted to specify a similar domain (Pabo and 

Sauer 1984). The amino acid position of the domain in each protein 

sequence is given in parentheses after the protein name. The most highly 

conserved amino acids are underscored. The one letter amino acid code is 

as follows: Ala A, Glu E, Met M, Tyr V, Arg R, Gly G, Phe F, Val V, Asn N, His H, 

Pro P, Asp 0 , lie I, Ser 5, Cys C, Leu L, Thr T, Gin 0 , Lys K, Trp W. 
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and 39-47 to the second helix (alpha 3) which in the structurally characterized 

repressors contains amino acids whose side chains make contacts with 

base-pairs in the DNA operator sequence (see Figure 1.2). 

Several types of genetic analysis have provided strong evidence that 

the helix-tum-helix motif structure contacts DNA in a specific fashion. First. 

negative dominant mutants of Tet repressor (Isackson and Bertrand 1985). 

Trp repressor (Kelley and Yanofsky 1985). lambda repressor (Hecht ef al. 

1983). and Lac repressor (Pfahl ef al. 1974; Miwa and Sadler 1977). tend to 

cluster in the putative helix-tum-helix motif. Second. one class of 

tighter-binding lambda repressor mutants maps in this region (Nelson and 

Sauer 1985). Third. the specificity of phage 434 repressor can be changed to 

that of Salmonella phage P22 by selected amino acid changes in the 

helix-turn-helix region (Wharton and Ptashne 1985). Fourth. specificity 

mutants of Trp repressor (Bass ef al. 1988). phage 434 repressor (Wharton 

and Ptashne 1987). CAP (Ebright ef al. 1984). and Mnt repressor (Youderian 

ef al. 1983) which bind to an altered operator but not to wild-type operator also 

map in this region. This latter method allows genetic identification of amino 

acids in the protein which contact base-pairs in the DNA binding site. 
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Rationale of the study 

We have employed two of the above genetic approaches to define the 

DNA binding domain of LexA repressor. First, we have been successful in 

isolating J.uA defective dominant mutants. The mutations generating this 

phenotype map to the putative helix-turn-helix motif of LexA protein. Second, 

a novel genetic selection has been used to isolate J.uA binding specificity 

mutants. The ~ operator, a known LexA binding site, has been altered in a 

symmetric fashion. A class of mutant repressors which restore binding to this 

altered operator but have little or no affinity for the wild-type ~ operator 

were isolated. This type of mutant allowed the identification of amino acids in 

the repressor which make specific contacts with base-pair(s) ir: the DNA 

binding site. 

Since protein in crystals used for the determination of a structure may 

not be in the exact configuration utilized to contact DNA, these genetic and 

biochemical studies will playa critical role in deciphering the details of the 

amino acid-base pair interactions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Enzymes and Chemicals 

Restriction endonucleases were purchased from Amersham, New 

England Biolabs and Bethesda Research Laboratories (BRL). T4 DNA ligase 

was purchased from Amersham, M-MLV reverse transcriptase from BRL, and 

Sequenase from U.S. Biochemical Corporation. Reaction conditions for these 

enzymes were followed as described by the suppliers. 

a 32[P]-dATP (800 Ci/mmole, #Neg-012A), 35[S]-dATP (1000-1350 

Ci/mmole, #Neg-034H) were purchased from Dupont and D-(1-14[C)) 

galactose ( 50-60 mCi/mmole, #CFA 435) from Amersham. 

Spectinomycin (S-9007), ampicillin (A-6140), tetracycline (T-3383), 

chloramphenicol (C-0378), kanamycin monosulfate (K-4000), isopropyl 

J}-D-thio-galactopyranoside (IPTG) (1-5502), and mitomycin C (M-0503) were 

purchased from Sigma Biochemical, urea (ultra pure) from BRL and 

5-Bromo-4 chloro-3 indolyl-J}-D-galactopyranoside (X-gal) from Boehringer 

Mannheim. 

TEMED, ammonium persulfate, acrylamide and bis-acrylamide were 

purchased from Bio-Rad. 



Media 

Broths and Diluents 

l-broth consisted of 1% bacto tryptone (Difco), 1% NaCI, 0.5% yeast 

extract (Difco), and 1 mM NaOH (Miller 1972). 2xl broth consisted of 2% 
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bactotryptone, 1 % yeast extract, 0.1% NaCI and 0.2% dextrose. A broth 

contained 1 % bactotryptone, 0.5% NaCI, pH was adjusted to 7.3, and after 

autoclaving vitamin B1 was added to a final concentration of 0.2 ~g/ml (Arber 

et al. 1983). 3XA + maltose broth contained 3% bactotryptone, 0.5% NaCI 

and after autoclaving, maltose was added to a final concentration of 0.2% 

(Arber et al. 1983). Sm buffer, used as a phage diluent as well as a storage 

buffer for phage stocks, consisted of 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 5 mM MgS04 , 

0.2 M NaCI and 1 % gelatin (J. T. Baker Chemicals #2124) in double distilled 

water (Arber et al. 1983). 

Plate Media 

MacConkey plates consisted of 4% MacConkey agar base (Difco) and 

1 % desired sugar (lactose or galactose) (Arber et al. 1983). l plates 

contained the same constituents as l-broth except 1.5% Difco agar was 

added. BBl plates contained 1 % BBl trypticase (pancreatic digest of casein, 

BBl #11921), 0.5% NaCI and 1 % Difco agar (Arber et al. 1983). lB-Glucose 

plates contained the same components of l plates except 2% Difco agar was 



added (Miller 1972). YT plates contained 0.8% bactotryptone, 0.5% yeast 

extract, 0.5% NaCI and 1.5% Difco agar (Miller 1972). When appropriate, 

additions to media were made at the following concentrations (unless 

otherwise stated): spectinomycin (50 Jlg/ml), ampicillin (100 Jlg/ml), 

tetracycline (25 Jlg/ml), chloramphenicol (10 Jlg/ml), kanamycin (40 Jlg/ml), 

mitomycin-C (0.5 Jlg/ml), X-gal (50 Jlg/ml), sodium citrate (3 mg/ml). 

primers 
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All primers were synthesized using an Applied Biosystems model 380A 

DNA synthesizer. These primers, listed in Table 2.1 were used for 

sequencing, site-directed mutagenesis or cassette mutagenesis. "Mixed" or 

"doped" oligonucleotides have variable base composition at specific 

positions of the oligomer sequence. 

HI, SAL, NLEX, MT, and C-LEX primers were used for sequencing the 

~ gene of E.coli. The RecAo.VII primer was used to sequence recA01416 

and recAo1417 operator sequences. This primer anneals 5' to the ~ 

operator sequence. The recAo.1 - recAo.VI primers were used for site directed 

mutagenesis of the ~ operator. The a2A, a2B, a3A, a3B, a3BAMA and 

a3BAMB oligomers were used for creating three silent restriction sites, two of 

which flanked the putative recognition helix of LexA protein. In addition, a3A 

and a3B oligomers were used for cassette mutagenesis of the putative 
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TABLE 2.1. Sequence Composition of Oligomers 

lexA Primers 

NLEX 

HI 

SAL 

MT 

CLEX 

SG39 

PG40 

a2A 

a28 

a3A 

a38 

a38AMA 

5'- ATGMAGCGTIAACGGC 

5'- CAACAGACGGATCCCGCGTG 

5'- GGAAGGGTCGACCTGATA 

5'- TCAGCGGGACGTCGATGAA 

5'- AGGCGGCATCGCGGTCT 

5'- CGCGTTIGGGCCACGGAACCCC 

5'- TICAGCCGCGTIgccGGAACGGAACCC 

5'- CI~G(X3CG.\TTTCCX?CA 

5'-m:x;r~~ 

5'- CTAGGGTICCGTIX1CXl Xl AX2X2 CX3Xl QX3X1TX3X2X2X3X2AXl X2 

TX l lIAfG3 

(Xl=94.1% C, 5.9% G,A,T; X2= 94.1% A, 5.9% C,G,T; X3= 

94.1% G, 5.9% C,A,T) 

5'- GCCAGCGCCTfAAX1AX2X1TX2X3 X2X2X3AXl X3CXl X3G)(2X2TXl Xl 

GX1AN:J3GAIC,C 

(Xl_ 94.1% G, 5.9% C,A,T; X2 .. 94.1% T, 5.9% G,C,A; X3= 

94.1% C, 5.9% G,A,T) 

5'-~ATfG\MTTGTITcxxn::xr.A~ 



Table 2.1-continued 

a3BAMB 

SAL.LEXA 

E45-A 

E45-B 

recA PRIMERS 

5-GATccc:ocGTGt\T~TTTCAATAN::GCCTTT~ 

5'- ATCGGTATTATGGATGG 

5'- CTAOOGTTccxmCCCC'.AAACGCa3CGMX1 X2CX'ATC 

(X1=57.5% G, 42.5% A,T,C; X2 .. 57.5% C, 42.5% A,T,G) 

5' - TT AAGA TGGX1 X2Trr:ta..mmrmcn:"iAN.:n3'AK.:C 

(X1-57.5% G, 42.5% A,T,C; X2=57.5% C, 42.5% A,T,G) 

RECAO.l 5'- CAATTATACTX1TATGCTCATAX2/tGTATCAAGT 

RECAO.II 

RECAO.1I1 

RECAO.IV 

RECAO.V 

RECAO.VI 

RECAO.VII 

(X1=33% T, 33% A, 34% C; X2=33% A, 33% T, 34% G) 

5' - eM TIATACX1 GTATGCTCATACX2GTA""fCA.6GT 

(X1= 33% A, 67% G; X2. 60% T, 40% C) 

5'- CAATT AT AGTGTATGCTCATACP&TATCAAGT 

5'- CAATIATACTGX1ATGCTCATX2CPGTA"fCA4'GT 

(X1_ 60% A, 40% C; X2. 40% T, 60% G) 

5'- CAATIATAITGTATGCTCATACAATATCAAGT 

5'- CAATIATAATGTATGCTCATACAITATCAAGT 

5'-~T 

The underlined bases within a primer sequence are those bases that differ 

from wild-type sequence. The position of variable base composition is 
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Table 2.1-continued 

denoted by an "Xn" in the primer sequence. "n" denotes the composition of 

phosphoramidites (given as a percent of total phosphoramidite) at that 

position. 
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recognition helix of LexA repressor. The E45A and E45B primers were used 

for cassette mutagenesis of amino acid position 45 of LexA protein. SG39 

and PG40 primers were used for site directed mutagenesis of the ~ gene. 

Bacterial Strains. Plasmids. and Phages 

Bacterial strains 

Bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table 2.2a. Preparation 

of competent cells for transformation by plasmid was done using the CaCI2 

method (ManiatiS et al. 1982e). Infection of E. coli strains by bacteriophage A 

was done as follows. Host cells were grown in 3XA +maltose broth to mid-log 

phase and collected by centrifugation. Cells were resuspended in an equal 

volume of 0.1 M CaCI2. 0.1 ml of culture was mixed with diluted phage (moi = 

0.1) and allowed to absorb at 32 oC for 30 minutes. In the case of A infections 

resulting in lysogeny or transposition hops, 1 ml of L broth was added and 

cells were incubated at 32 oC (standing culture) for - 12 hours after which 

aliquots were taken and plated on selective media. Conjugative crosses 

between E. coli strains were done according to Miller 1972. 

Construction of bacterial "tester" strains (AT575, AT577, AT578, AT579, 

and AT741) used in the search for LexA specificity mutants by tetracycline 

selection was done as follows. DE192 was infected (as described above) with 

several A suicide phage (A AT53, A AT55, A AT68, A AT70, and A AT73) 



harboring different recAo::lacl fusions imbedded in transposon Tn~. 

Kanamycin resistant (Kanr) cells were selected on L plates containing 80 

J.1g/ml kanamycin. Kanr cells were transformed with pA TIl 0 and then 

lysogenized with A suIA::lac. 
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Strains (AT1220, AT1222, and AT1224) used for monitoring repression 

of recAo+, recAo1407, or recAo1406 galK fusions by wild-type LexA protein 

were constructed as follows. OM3l04 was transformed with pGB2 and then 

crossed with AT40S, selecting for spectinomycin and chloramphenicol 

resistant ex-conjugates. The resulting cell was transformed with pKW8, 

pKW880, or pKW890. 

Strains (AT1208, AT1209, and AT12l 0) used for monitoring repression 

of recAo+, recAo1407, or recAo1406 galK fusions by LexA408 protein were 

constructed as follows. OM141S was transformed with pA TIS9 and then 

crossed with AT40S selecting for spectinomycin and chloramphenicol 

resistant ex-conjugates. The resulting cell was transformed with pKW8, 

pKW880, or pKW890. 

Strains (AT1222, AT1228, and AT1230) used for monitoring repression 

of recAo+, recAo1407, or recAo1406 galK fusions by both LexA+ and LexA408 

proteins were constructed as follows. OM3l04 was transformed with pATIS9 

and then crossed with AT40S selecting for spectinomycin and 

chloramphenicol resistant ex-conjugates. The resulting cell was transformed 

with pKW8, pKW880, or pKW890. 
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Plasmids 

Plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 2.2b. Plasmid pATT10 

was constructed by ligating an EcoRI-Pvuli fragment containing the ~ from 

pLJ3 into a pKW27 backbone which had a filled in Hindlll site and an EcoRI 

sticky end. Desired plasmid recombinants were isolated by screening for 

IPTG inducible tetracycline resistance in JM103. 

Plasmid pATT11 was constructed by ligating a 2.3 kb Xmnl/san 

fragment which had been partially digested with Hinn into a pKW27 backbone 

which had a filled in Hindlll site and an Sphl sticky end. Desired plasmid 

recombinants were isolated by screening for Lac repressor function in JL756. 

Plasmid pATT19 was constructed by ligating a EcoRllHindl1i fragment 

containing the .HuA+ gene from M13mp8-42 into a pGB2 backbone which had 

been digested with EcoRI and Hindili. Desired plasmid recombinants were 

isolated by using a phenotypic screen for .HuA function in JL 1447. 

Plasmid pATT20 was constructed by ligating a EcoRI-Hindlll fragment 

containing the lacop::lexA+ gene from pJWL 147 into a pGB2 backbone which 

had been digested with EcoRI and Hindili. Desired plasmid recombinants 

were isolated by using a phenotypic screen for IPTG inducible 1e.!A function in 

JL1447. 

Plasmids pATT14, pATT24, pATT25, and pATT26 were constructed by 

ligating a Pstt fragment containing a recAop regulatory region from pKW890 

(for pATT14), pATT21 (for pATT24), pATT22 (for pATT25), or pATT23 (for 

pATT26) into a pATT11 backbone which had been digested with Pst!. Desired 



plasmid recombinants were isolated by using a phenotypic screen for Lac 

repressor function in JL756. 
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Plasmids pATI21 , pATT22, pATI23, pATT57, and pATI58 were 

constructed by ligating an EcoRllHindlll fragment containing a recAop 

regulatory region from M13MR1-49 (for pATI21), M13MR4-8 (for pATI22), 

M13MR3-12 (for pATI23), M13MR5-1 (for pATI57). or M13MR6-1 (for 

pATI58) into a pK01 backbone which had been digested with EcoRI and 

Hindlll (for description of M13MR-phages, see Table 2.3). Desired plasmid 

recombinants were isolated by using a phenotypic screen for galK activity in 

DM1415. 

Plasmids pATI13, pATI15. pATI28, pATI30, and pATI32 were 

constructed by ligating an BamHI fragment containing a recAop::lacl fusion 

from pATI11 (for pATI13), pATI14 (for pATI15). pATI24 (for pATI28). or 

pATI25 (for pATI30) into a pRZ102 backbone which had been digested with 

BamHI. This resulted in the placement of a recAop::lacl gene fusion into the 

transposon Tn5. Desired plasmid recombinants were isolated by using a 

phenotypic screen for Lac repressor function in JL756. 

Plasmid pA TI37 and pA TI38 were constructed by digesting pA TI19 

(for pATI37) and pATI20 (for pATI38) with Afnl which cuts these vectors once 

in an unknown location. This site was filled in using Klenow fragment and 

dNTP's (Maniatis 8t al. 1982d) and the backbone was religated. The ligation 

mixture was re-digested with Atnl and used to transform JL 1436. The 

plasmids conferring spectinomycin resistance were then screened for the loss 
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Of the Afnl site. 

Plasmid pATI40 was constructed by ligation of a series of oligomers 

into a pJWL184 backbone which had been digested with Mlul and BamH I. 1 

Ilg of each of the following a2A, a2B, a3A, a3B, a3BamA, and a3BamB 

oligomers were kinased using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Maniatis et al. 

1982a). The oligomers were mixed together as follows: a2A+a2B, a3A+a3B, 

a3BamA+ a3BamB and placed in a boiling water bath for 2 minutes and then 

incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. 200 ng of pre-digested pJWL 184 

was mixed with 1.2 ng of a2A+B, 2.25 ng of a3A+B, and 2.25 ng of 

a3BamA+B oligomers. This mixture was ligated and the desired recombinant 

plasmid was isolated using a phenotypic screen for ~ function in JL 1436. 

Plasmids pATI41 and pATI42 were constructed by ligating a MlullSan 

fragment from pATI40 into purified backbone of pATI37 (for pATI41) or 

pATI38 (for pATI42) which was digested with Mlul and San. Desired plasmid 

recombinants were isolated by using a phenotypic screen for ~ function in 

JL 1436. 

Plasmid pA TI52 was constructed by ligating a fragment which had a 

filled in EcoRI site at one end and a filled in Ace! site at the other end into a 

pGB2 backbone which had a filled in EcoRI site and a filled in Hindlll site. 

Desired plasmid recombinants were isolated by using a phenotypic screen for 

Q.i1K activity in JL 1436. 
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Phages 

Phages used in this study are listed in Table 2.2c. A AT20 was 

constructed by infecting JL756 harboring pATT13 with DE119. The resulting 

lysate was used to infect JL756 and kanr Iysogens were isolated. A AT47, 

AAT64 , AAT65, and AAT67 was constructed by infecting JL756 harboring 

pATT15 (for AAT47), pATT28 (for AAT64) , pATT30 (for AAT65), or pATT32 (for 

AAT67) with DE118. The resulting lysate was used to infect JL756 and kanr 

Iysogens were isolated. A AT53, AAT55, AAT68, AAT70, and AAT73 Tn~ 

hopper phages were constructed by crossing AAT51 with AAT20 (for AAT53), 

AAT47 (for AAT55) , AAT64 (for AAT68) , AAT65 (for AAT70), or AAT67 (for 

AAT73). Phage recombinants were selected by the ability to form plaques on 

DE660. The resulting phage were then screened for the presence of Tn~ by 

using the triple overlay method (Maurer 8t al. 1984). AAT51 was constructed 

by crossing ADE4 with ADE129. Phage recombinants were selected by the 

ability to plate on DE593. 



TABLE 2.2. Bacterial strains, Plasmids, and Phages 

A) 

Strain Relevant Genotype 

JL756 6(lak-gm), F'I J.ac.J.q Is70 (Def), gm+ 

JL1436 ~+, lexA71 ::Tn5, (AsuIA::lacZ Cl ina' 

att+) IF' ~q ~ 6M15::Tn~ 

JL1447 as JL1436, 6~-~)JQ2::TnlQ 

DE593 lamB2020::Tn5, P2 lysogen 

DE660 tonA2, P2 lysogen 

DE192 6(!ac-gro), su1A211, galK2, lexA51 

DM1415 recAl, lexA51, galK2, sulA211 

DM3105 as DM1415, (A lacoo::lexA+, inJ.m434 , 

Cl Lag') 

JM103 6(1acZ-pro), tlli, mA, ~, ~, 

~, hmB-, IF' J.ac.J.q ~ 6M15, groAB 

N0120 tl!rt::i(?), lacU169, maIF59::Tn5 

~::MugX(Cam) (Mu) 

N0248 as N0120, lexA3 zja505::TnlQ, uyrD244 
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Source 

J. Little 

Li n and Little 

JMB (in press) 

J. Little 

D. Ennis 

D. Ennis 

D. Ennis 

D. Mount 

Wertman and 

Mount, 1985 

Messing, 1981 

N.Ossana 

N.Ossana 
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Table 2.2a-continued 

N0249 as N0120, .1(r&A-mB)JQ6::TnlQ N.Ossana 

uyrD244 

RZ1032 aut-I, wm-I, supE44 Zbd-279::TnlQ, m1A1 Kunkel, 1985 

AT111 as DM1415, pKW8 This work 

AT113 as DM1415, pKW890 This work 

AT409 as DM1415, pATT21 This work 

AT410 as DM1415, pATT22 This work 

AT411 as DM1415, pATT23 This work 

AT575 as DE192, (AsuIA::lacZ QI indo all+), This work 

pATT1 0, Tn~(recAo+p::lacl) 

AT577 as DE192, (AsuIA::lacZ QI indo all+), This work 

pATT10, Tn5(recAo1414p::lacl) 

AT578 as DE192, ().suIA::lacZ QI indo all+), This work 

pATT1 0, Tn~(recAo1415p::lacl) 

AT579 as DE192, (AsuIA::lacZ QI indo all+), This work 

pATT1 0, Tn~(recAo1411 p::lacl) 

AT741 as DE192, (AsuIA::lacZ QI indo all+), This work 

pATT1 0, Tn5(recAo1407p::lacl) 

AT978 as DM1415, pATT57 This work 
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Table 2.2a-continued 

AT979 as DM1415, pATT58 This work 

AT1078 as DM1415, (Alacop::lexA+ lmm434 ~I lru1-) This work 

pATT52 

AT1208 as DM1415, pATT59 , pKW8, This work 

IF' ~q~6M15::Tn!l 

AT1209 as DM1415, pATT59, pKW890, This work 

IF' ~q~6M15::Tn!l 

AT1210 as DM1415, pATT59 , pKW880, This work 

IF' ~q~6M15::Tn!l 

AT1220 as DM3104, pGB2, pKW8, This work 

IF' ~q ~ 6M15::Tn!l 

AT1222 as DM3104, pGB2, pKW890, This work 

IF' ~q~6M15::Tn!l 

AT1224 as DM31 04, pGB2, pKW880, This work 

IF' ~q ~ 6M15::Tn!l 

AT1226 as DM3104, pATT59, pKW8, This work 

IF' ~q ~ 6M15::Tn!l 

AT1228 as DM3104, pATT59, pKW890, This work 

IF' ~q ~ 6M15::Tn!l 

AT1230 as DM3104, pA TT59, pKW880, This work 

IF' ~q ~ 6M15::Tn!l 



Table 2.2b-continued 

B) 

Plasmid Relevant Markers 

pBR322 bla, lil1 

pGB2 M13mp8 polylinker, (specr) 

pJWL3 tandem ~ regions, b1a 

pJWL147 pBR322 derivative, lacop::lexA+,121a 

(~+ gene contains a san silent site) 

pJWL184 pBR322 derivative, lacop::lexA291, 121a 

(~+ gene contains the BamHI, san, 

BstElI, and Bgnl silent sites) 

pJWL319 pBR322 derivative,~, b1a 

pK01 promoterless galK, tllil 

pRZ102 Tn5, (kanr) 

pKW8 pK01 derivative, recAo+::gaIK, 

tllil 

pKW27 pBR322 derivative, recAo+~, b1a 

pKW880 pK01 derivative, recAo1406p::gaIK, 

tllil 
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Source 

Bolivar,1977 

P. Yourderian 

J. Little 

J. Little 

J. Little 

J. Little 

McKenney 

et al., 1981 

B. Reznikoff 

Wertman and 

Mount, 1985 

K. Wertman 

Wertman and 

Mount, 1985 
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Table 2.2b-eontinued 

pKW890 

pATI10 

pATIll 

pATI13 

pATI14 

pATI15 

pATI19 

pATI20 

pATI21 

pATI22 

pATI23 

pATI24 

pATI25 

pATI26 

pATI28 

pATI30 

pKOl derivative, reeAo1407p::gaIK, 

lila 

pKW27 derivative, laeop::tet, bJa 

Wertman and 

Mount, 1985 

This work 

pKW27 derivative, reeAop::lael, 121a This work 

pRZ102 derivative, reeAop+~L (kanr) This work 

pATIll derivative, reeAo1407p::lael, 121a This work 

pRZ102 derivative, reeAo1407p::lael. 

(Kanr) 

pGB2 derivative, ~+, (speer) 

pGB2 derivative, laeop::lexA+, 

(speer) 

pKOl derivative, reeAo1414p::gaIK, 121a 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

pKOl derivative, reeAo14l5p::gaIK, bJa This work 

pKOl derivative, reeAo14ll p::gaIK, 121a This work 

pATIll derivative, reeAo14l4p::lael. bJ.a This work 

pATIll derivative, reeAo14l5p::lael. 121a This work 

pATIll derivative, reeAo14ll p::lael, bJ.a This work 

pRZ102 derivative, reeAo1414p::lacl. 

(Kanr) 

pRZ102 derivative, recAo1415p::lacl. 

(Kanr) 

This work 

This work 
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Table 2.2b-eontinued 

pAIT32 pAZ102 derivative, reeAo1411 p::lael, This work 

(Kanr) 

pAIT40 pJWL 184 derivative, laeop::lexA+ This work 

(~+ gene contained the Avr1l, Afnl, 

and BssHll silent sites), Q1a 

pAIT37 pAIT19 derivative, filled in Afnl This work 

site, (speer) 

pAIT38 pAIT20 derivative, filled in Atnl This work 

site, (speer) 

pAIT41 pAIT37 derivative, carrying the Avr1l, This work 

Afnl, and BssHIl silent sites of the lexA 

gene from pATI40, (speer) 

pAIT42 pAIT38 derivative, carrying the Avr1l, This work 

Afnl, and BssHIl silent sites of the ~ 

gene from pATI40, (speer) 

pAITS2 pGB2 derivative, reeAo+::gaIK, (speer) This work 

pAITS7 pKOl derivative, reeAo1413::gaIK, b.1.a This work 

pAITS8 pKOl derivative, reeAo1412::gaIK, 1llil This work 

pAITS9 pGB2 derivative, laeop::lexA408, (speer) This work 



Table 2.2c-continued 

C) 

Phage Relevant Genotype 

M13mp8-42 M13mp8 derivative, ~+ 

ADE4 b1453, imm21, susP80, XD+ 

ADEl18 ~EcoRI(RI30,RI40,RISO), k1857, ninS 

ADEl19 ~EkoRI(RI30,RI40,RISO), imm21, 

klts,~ 

ADE129 haQ*, ln129, ~-3, 1-210, k1857, Q ts28 

AsuIA::lacZ suIA::lacZ, kl iru1-, all+ 

AAT20 ~EcoRI(RI30,RI40,RISO), imm21 kits, nin5, 

Tn5(recAo+p: :Iacl) 

AATSl bOO, b1453, imm21,~80, XD+ 

AATS3 b14S3, imm21, susP80, XD+ 

T n5( recAo+.;.Jad) 

AAT47 AEcoRI(RI30,RI40,RISO), k 1SS7, nin5, 

Tn5(recAo1407p::lacl) 
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Source 

J. Little 

G. Smith 

N. Murray 

N. Murray 

D. Ennis 

J.Little 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 
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Table 2.2c-continued 

AAT55 b1453, imm21, susP80, XD+ This work 

Tn~(recAo1407p::lacl) 

AAT64 .1EcoRI(RI30,RI40,RI50), kl857,~, This work 

Tn5(recAo1414p::lacl) 

AAT65 AEcoRI(RI30,RI40,RI50), k l857, ~, This work 

Tn~(recAo1415p::lacl) 

AAT67 .1EcoRI(RI30,RI40,RI50), k ISS7, nin5, This work 

Tn~(recAo1411 p::lacl) 

AAT68 b1453, imm21, susP80, XD+ This work 

Tn5(recAo1414p::lacl) 

AAT70 b1453, imm21, susP80, XD+ This work 

Tn~(recAo1415p::lacl) 

AAT73 b1453, imm21, susP80, XD+ This work 

Tn~(recAo1411 p;;lacl) 



plasmid Mutagenesis 

Hydroxylamine MutageneSis 
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Hydroxylamine mutagenesis was performed as described by Davis et 

al. 1980. 20ug of pAIT20 was suspended in 0.5M KP04 (pH 6.0), 5mM EDTA 

, mixed with an equal volume of freshly prepared hydroxylamine (pH 6.0) and 

incubated at 67 oC for 40 minutes. This solution was dialyzed against TE (10 

mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0),1 mM EDTA). 50 ng of treated pAIT20 was used for 

each transformation. 

Site Directed Mutagenesis of the ~ Operator 

Site directed mutagenesis, targeting the ~ operator, was done 

according to Kunkel 1985. A ~ operator containing phage, M13 

recAQP::lacZ, was grown on AZ1032 (d.W (Def), ll!lg (Def)) strain in the 

presence of uridine (0.25 J,lg/ml) which allowed incorporation of uracil into the 

DNA template. Single stranded-uracil containing DNA was isolated according 

to Messing 1983. Primers containing desired mkA operator mutations were 

annealed to uracil-containing M13 Single-stranded DNA and extended using 

klenow fragment in the presence of dNTPs. This mixture was used for the 

transformation of JM103 (dut+, ung+) which allowed selection for the newly 

synthesized (non-uracilated) strand. M13 recAop:;lacZ phage harbored a 

recAo+p::lacZ' fusion which made it possible to easily screen for m.cA operator 

mutants. This M13 phage forms white plaques on JM1 03 in the presence of 
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X-gal and IPTG due to repression of the recAo+p::lacZ' fusion by LexA protein 

produced from the chromosome. Blue plaques were formed if the phage 

incurred a mutation in the ~ operator that abolishes LexA binding 

(Wertman ef al. 1984). The frequency of blue plaque formation varied 

between 5% and 50% depending on the primers used for mutagenesis. 

The meA operator mutants isolated by this technique are listed in Table 

2.3. A series of primers were used which contained various mismatches at 

symmetrically related positions of the meA operator sequence. RecAo."1 

primer was used to generate G and C base-pair substitutions at the first and 

last consensus positions of the meA operator sequence (M13MR3 isolates in 

Table 2.3). RecAo.V primer was used to generate recA01413 operator. 

RecAo.VI was used to generate recA01412 operator. RecAo.1 primer was 

used to generate base-pair substitutions at the third and fourteenth consensus 

positions of the meA operator sequence (M13MR1 isolates in Table 2.3). 

RecAo.IV primer was used to generate base-pair substitutions at the fourth 

and thirteenth consensus positions of the meA operator sequence (M13MR4 

isolates in Table 2.3). 

Site directed mutagenesis of the .le.xA gene using primers SG39 and 

PG40 primers has been unsuccessful. This may be due to a thirteen 

base-pair hairpin structure (containing one mismatch) that exists between 

LexA putative a-2 and a-3 helices. 
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TABLE 2.3. filkA operator mutants resulting from site directed mutagenesis. 

Allele SeQuence M13 Isolate # 

Double base-pair changes 

recA01411 5'- TAiTGTATGAGCATACAITA M13MR3-12·,19 

recAo1412 5'- TAATGTATGAGCATACAITA M13MR6-1· 

recA01413 5'- TAITGTATGAGCATACAATA M13MR5-1· 

recAo1414 5'- TACTATATGAGCATAIAGTA M13MR1-49· 

recA01418 5'- TACTITATGAGCATAiAGTA M13MR1-10,11,12 

recAo1419 5'- TACTATATGAGCATAiAGTA M13MR1-3,9,17 

recA01420 5'- TACTITATGAGCATAIAGTA M13MR1-4 

recAo1421 5'- TACTITATGAGCATAIAGTA M13MR1-15 

recA01415 5'- TACTGAATGAGCATICAGTA M13MR4-S·,9,14 

recAo1422 5'- TACTGIATGAGCATICAGTA M13MR4-4 

recAo1423 5'- TACTGAATGAGCATiCAGTA M13MR4-10 

Single base-pair changes 

recA01416 5'- TAiTGTATGAGCATACAGTA M13MR3-1,2,3· 

recAo1417 5'- TACTGTATGAGCATACAITA M13MR3-7* 

recAo1424 5'- TACTITATGAGCATACAGTA M13MR1-24 

UtCAgj ~25 5'- TACTGTATGAGCATA~AGTA M13MR1-5,6,26 



Table 2.3-continued 

recAo1426 5'- TACTGTATGAGCATAAAGTA 
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M13MR1·14 

Bases differing from wild-type ~ operator are underlined. • M13 isolates used 

for subsequent cloning. 
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Cassette Mutagenesis 

Plasmid (pA TI 40 or pA TI 41) which contained 2 restriction sites that 

flanked the putative recognition helix of LexA protein was prepared for ligation 

as follows. 1 J.1g of plasmid was digested with restriction enzymes Avril, 

followed by Afnl. After the second digest, the volume was adjusted to 100 J.11 

by adding TE (10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 0.1 mM EDTA) and extracted once with 50 

J.11 of phenol:chloroform (1 :1), and then extracted with 50 J.11 of chloroform. 

Doped oligomers were prepared for ligation as follows. 1 J.1g of a3-A (44 bp) 

and 1 J.1g of a3-B (46 bp) were kinased with polynucleotide kinase as 

described by Maniatis et al. 1982a. Kinased a3-A and a3-B were mixed 

together and placed in a boiling water bath for 2 minutes, and then removed 

and allowed to sit at room temperature for 2-3 hours for slow cooling. 

Hybridized oligonucleotides were digested with Afnl and phenol extracted as 

described above. Ligation of this doped cassette into plasmid backbone was 

done as follows. 100 ng of Avril and Afnl digested pATI41 was mixed with 2 

ng of Afnl digested doped cassette DNA. DNA was precipitated by adding 

1/10 volume 3M NaOAc and 2.5 volumes of ethanol. After centrifugation 

(15min. at 4 oC in a microfuge), the pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, and 

resuspended in 5 J.11 of 2x ligase buffer (50mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.8), 10 mM 

MgCI2, 20 mM DTI, and 50 J.1g/ml BSA). 2 J.11 of dd H20, 1 J.11 of freshly 
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prepared 10 mM ATP, and 2 III of ligase (2 units/ill) were added. The ligation 

mixture was incubated at room temperature for 4-6 hours. 50 III of TE was 

added and 10-20 III of the diluted ligation mix was used for a single 

transformation. 

DNA SeQuence Determination 

The positions of mutations in the LexA putative recognition helix were 

determined by dideoxy chain termination sequencing. Double stranded 

plasmid was initially sequenced using M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Zagursky 

et sl. 1985) and later, sequence was confirmed using Sequenase (as 

described by the supplier). In all cases, primer was annealed to double 

stranded template using the following method (Zagursky et sl. 1985). 1 Ilg of 

plasmid was suspended in 8 III dd H20. 2 III of 2M NaOH was added followed 

by a 5 minute incubation at room temperature. 7 III of primer (10 pm/ul) and 3 

III of 3 M NaOAc (pH 5.5) was added. Plasmid-primer mixture was 

precipitated by adding 74 III of ethanol and incubating at -70 DC for 15 

minutes. After a 15 minute spin in a microfuge at 4 DC, the pellet was washed 

with 70% ethanol and resuspended in 10 III of dd H20 distilled water for 

dideoxy sequencing with reverse transcriptase and 8 III for sequencing with 

sequenase. 
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Measurement of L}-Galactosidase Activity 

~-Galactosidase assays were done according to Miller 1972. Cells 

were grown in L broth containing the appropriate antibiotiCS and lysed using 

the toluene method. 

Measurement of Galactokinase Activity 

Galactokinase assays were done according to McKenney et al. 1981. 

Cells were grown in A broth containing the appropriate antibiotics. 

Modification to the McKenney protocol was as follows: 14C-galactose was 

diluted with 11 mM cold galactose to a final concentration of 10 mM having a 

specific activity of 4.5X1 06 dpm/J.1mole. Whatman DE81 (2.5 cm) filters were 

prewashed with 10 ml of dd H20 prior to sample loading. After the application 

of sample, filters were washed with eight, 5 ml aliquots of dd H20 and allowed 

to dry for 10 minutes under a Sylvania infrared heat lamp. Samples were then 

CQunted in 5 ml of Econoflour. 

Gel Retardation Assays 

Gel retardation assays were done according to Fried and Crothers 

1981, with the following modifications. A 5% polyacrylamide gel (39:1, 

acrylamide:bis) was poured with a low ionic strength buffer consisting of 67 

mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 33 mM NaOAc (pH 7.0), and 10 mM EDTA. After 
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polymerization, the gel was pre-electrophoresed in 1 xGBB (67 mM Tris-HCI 

(pH 8.0), 33 mM NaoAc (7.0),10 mM EOTA) for 60-90 minutes at 25 mA while 

recirculating the running buffer. The wells (8 mm x 1.5 mm for maximum 

resolution) were rinsed prior to sample loading. LexA protein was bound to 

end-labeled fragment as follows. LexA protein was diluted in 2xOil (20 mM 

Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 200 mM NaCI, 1 mM EOTA, 10% glycerol, 100 j.1g/ml BSA) 

having a final volume of 10 j.11. An equal volume of 2xOye (as 2xOil except 

0.01 % xylene cyanol FF was added) containing end-labeled fragment (20-30 

pm) was mixed with 10 j.11 of diluted LexA protein and allowed to incubate at 

room temperature (23 CC) for 10 minutes. The samples were loaded into gel 

wells using round microflex tips (Intermountain Scientific) and care was taken 

to avoid mixing of sample with gel running buffer. The gel was run at 25 mA 

for 2-3 hours with recirculation, and dried for 1.5 hours at 80 CC in a Bio-Rad 

(#438) slab drier. Autoradiography was used to identify free and bound 

species. For estimations of ko values, radioactive bands were excised from 

the dried gel and counted in 5 ml of Econoflour. 

Preparation of end-labeled fragment was prepared as follows (Maniatis 

8t al. 1982c). 1 j.1g of plasmid harboring a ~ operator was digested with 

Hindlll and NS/l in 1 x Hindlll buffer (Biolabs) for 30-60 minutes at 37 cC. This 

reaction mixture had a final volume of 20 j.11. 2 j.11 of a32P-dATP (800-3000 

Ci/mmole) and 2 j.11 of sequenase (diluted 1:7 in TE) was added and allowed 
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to incubate at 23 oC for 15 minutes. 2 ~I of 5x loading buffer (0.25% 

bromphenol blue, 30% glycerol, 0.25% xylene cyanol FF) was added and 

fragments were resolved on a 7% polyacrylamide Tris-borate gel. 

Autoradiography was used to ir1entify a 150 base-pair mkA operator fragment 

which was eluted from the gel using the crush and soak method as described 

by Maniatis et al. 1982b. Fragment was resuspended in TE (10 mM Tris-HCI 

8.0, 0.1 mM EOTA). Approximately 500 cpm of end-labeled fragment were 

used per binding reaction. 

protein purification 

JL 1447 was transformed with derivatives of pJWL 184 which harbored 

mutant ~ genes under ~ control. Mutant proteins were purified by a 

simplified version of an earlier protocol (Little 1984). 500 ml of L broth was 

inoculated with 5 ml of an overnight culture and grown at 37 oC to late log 

phase (Klett -200, with green filter). IPTG was added to a final concentration 

of 0.5 M and cells were incubated at 37 oC for an additional 4 hours. Cells 

were collected by centrifugation (16,000 g for 5 minutes) and resuspended in 

20 ml of ice cold A buffer (SO mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 5 mM EOTA, 5% glycerol). 

All the following steps were done on ice. 1 ml of 8 mg/m"ysozyme was added 

and cells were incubated on ice for 30 minutes. The cell suspension was 

frozen at -70 oC (-15 minutes) and thawed on ice. 2.7 ml of 4 M NaCI, 75 mM 

on was added and cell debris was pelleted by centrifugation (39,000 g for 30 

minutes). The supernatant was recovered and 10% polyethyleneimine-HCI 
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(pH 7.9) was added to a final concentration of 0.35% to precipitate nucleic 

acid. The solution was stirred for 20 minutes, and nucleic acid was pelleted 

by centrifugation (39,000 g for 6 minutes). The volume of the supernatant was 

measured and ammonium sulfate (0.4 g/ml) was added slowly while stirring. 

Protein precipitate was collected by centrifugation (39,000 g for 6 minutes) 

and the pellet was washed in buffer A containing 500 mM NaCI, 1 mM OTT 

and 0.4 g/ml ammonium sulfate. The pellet was dissolved (20 mM KP04 (pH 

7.0),0.1 mM EOTA, 10% glycerol) containing 500 mM NaCI and 1 mM OTT 

and dialyzed (3 liters per 500 ml culture) against the same buffer overnight. 

The dialysate was diluted 1 :2.5 with buffer B containing 1 mM OTT and 

applied to a phosphocellulose column that was pre-equilibrated with buffer B 

containing 200 mM NaCI and 1 mM OTT. After sample loading, the column 

was washed with the same buffer. Protein was eluted from the column with a 

75 ml gradient (200-1600 mM NaCI). 20 JlI of each column fraction was 

subject to 50S-PAGE to determine LexA protein content. Appropriate 

fractions were pooled and directly applied to a hydroxyapatite column which 

was pre-equilibrated with HA buffer (50 mM KP04 (pH 7.0),0.1 mM EOTA and 

10% glycerol). The column was washed with the same buffer and LexA 

protein was eluted with HA buffer containing 200 mM KP04 (pH 7.0) with the 

exception of EK45 protein which was eluted with HA buffer containing 400 mM 

KP04 (pH 7.0). Appropriate fractions (determined by 50S-PAGE) were 

concentrated by ammonium sulfate (0.45 g/ml) precipitation followed by 
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centrifugation (17,000g for 10 minutes). The pellet was resuspended in buffer 

0(10 mM Pipes (pH 7.0), 0.01 mM EOTA, 200 mM NaCI and 10% glycerol) 

and dialyzed against the same buffer overnight. Estimation of LexA protein 

concentration was determined by comparison to known amounts of LexA 

protein standards using 50S-PAGE. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LEXA NEGATIVE DOMINANT AND SPECIFICITY MUTANTS 

We have employed two genetic approaches to define the DNA binding 

domain of LexA repressor. First, since LexA protein may act as a repressor in 

a multimeric form similar to other repressors, it should be possible to isolate a 

class of mutants which confer a defective dominant phenotype. Negative 

dominant mutants have been helpful in identifying the DNA binding domain of 

many other proteins such as Lacl repressor (Miwa and Sadler 1977; Pfahl et 

al. 1974), Trp repressor (Kelley and Yanofsky 1985) and Tet repressor 

(Isackson and Bertrand 1985). This class of mutant LexA repressors should 

be defective in DNA binding and genetically dominant to ~+, presumably by 

interfering with the binding of a normal monomer to an operator half site. Vt.'e 

have obtained several negative dominant mutants in LexA protein following 

mutagenesis of the entire ~ gene. The mutations changed amino acids in 

the putative helix-turn-helix motif of LexA protein. 

The second genetic method used to define the DNA binding domain of 

LexA protein was to search for DNA binding specificity mutants. The ~ 

operator, a known binding site for LexA protein, was altered in a symmetrical 

fashion. These operator mutants were constructed with two symmetrical 

nucleotide changes, one at each end of the operator. This choice was based 

on the assumption that the dyad symmetry of the operator indicates that at 
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least two repressor monomers bind to each operator such that each monomer 

recognizes each half-operator. Therefore, a ~ mutant with altered binding 

specificity should only bind to the mutant operator if each end of the operator 

is mutated in a symmetrical fashion. A class of mutant repressors were 

isolated which bound to this altered operator but not to the wild-type ~ 

operator. This type Of mut~Hi( allowed the identification of amino acids in the 

repressor which nake specific contacts with base-pairs in the DNA binding 

site. 

Results 

Isolation of LexA Negative Dominant Repressors 

We have derived a scheme to isolate defective dominant mutants. This 

scheme utilized a ~+ ~+ strain harboring a ~::Mud (~,Amp)XCam 

fusion which gives a measure of ~ function, since the sulAop is under LexA 

repressor control and expression of ~ can be accessed by simple plate 

tests. Colonies of this strain (N0120) are white on MacConkey lactose plates 

and red on the same plates containing an inducing agent such as Mitomycin 

C. N0120 was transformed with a low copy number plasmid (pAT20) which 

carried the ~ gene under transcriptional control of the ~ 

operator/promoter (OP) and which had been mutagenized with 

hydroxylamine. The ~ promoter allowed 3- t01 O-fold greater production of 

~ from the plasmid than from the chromosomal ~ gene. The object was 

to overproduce mutant protein subunits defective in DNA binding by the 
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plasmid that would interfere with the function of normal LexA protein produced 

by the chromosome. The expectation was that if a cell was transformed with a 

plasmid which overproduced a ~(Def·) dominant protein, a red colony 

would be formed, indicating a loss of ~ function. 

About -50,000 colonies were screened on MacConkey lactose plates 

and 6 red colonies were isolated. To confirm that these mutations were not 

acting to induce the SOS response, which would result in ~ cleavage, the 

plasmids were introduced into tester strains defective in induction of the SOS 

response. The first tester strain (N0248) harbored a non-cleavable ~ allele 

(lexA3). The second tester strain (N0249) was deleted for meA, a critical 

gene involved in SOS induction. Both these strains contained a ~::Mud 

~, Amp)XCam fusion. When plasm ids harboring the putative negative 

dominant alleles were introduced into these two strains, red colonies were 

formed, indicating a loss of ~ function. From these data, we conclude that 

the ~ mutations were acting at the level of DNA binding and not at the level 

of SOS induction. 

The amino acid changes in all 6 negative dominant mutants were 

determined and found to be located in a short region (amino acids 28-45) in 

the amino terminus (see Figure 3.1). Since mutations were located only in a 

small region when the whole gene had been mutagenized, we conclude that 

this region probably specifies the DNA binding domain of LexA protein. This 

same sequence of amino acids was previously suggested by Pabo and Sauer 

to specify a helix-tum-helix motif (Pabo and Sauer 1984) on the basis of 
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11-f ....... ) __ H_6/iX ____ r Tum -f""") ___ H_6/iX __ -,,,)-I1 

A.cl (32-53) 

A.Cro (15-36) 

CAP (168-189) 

LexA (27-48) 

Amino Acio 
changes of 
LexA defective 
dominant mutants 

SO E S V A. D K 11 ....... i 11 G .......... 0 S G Y GAL F N G 

GOTKTAKDL .... iVY ...... OSAINKAIHA 

T ROE I i 0 I V ..... i C S. RET Y G R ILK 11 

Y RAE I A. 0 R L ......... i FR ........... S P N A A E E H L K 

H K K 

Figure 3.1. Alignment of helix-tum-helix DNA binding domain of three proteins 

whose structures have been solved with a region near the NH2-terminus of 

LexA protein predicted to specify a similar domain (Pabo and Sauer 1984). The 

amino acid position of the domain in each protein sequence is given in 

parentheses after the protein name. The most highly conserved amino acids 

are underscored. Amino acid changes in ~ defective dominant mutants 

obtained by hydroxylamine mutagenesis of the entire ~ gene in this study are 

shown below the amino acid sequence of wild-type LexA protein. 
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sequence similarity to other repressors. The possibility therefore exists that 

these negative dominant mutations alter the surface of helices in LexA protein 

which are responsible for operator recognition. Their dominance suggests 

that the 1GA mutations do not significantly decrease interaction of monomers 

of the mutant protein with monomers of wild-type protein also present in the 

cell. 

Isolation and Characterization of LexA specificity Mutants 

If amino acids 28-46 specify the DNA binding domain of LexA 

repressor, then it should be possible to isolate mutants in this region with 

altered binding specificity. To isolate such mutants, a novel selection scheme 

summarized in Figure 3.2 was devised. The steps in the isolation of specificity 

mutants was as follows: i) a plasmid bearing the ~ gene was mutagenized 

using highly substituted oligonucleotides corresponding to the predicted 

recognition helix. ii) a set of symmetrically altered ~ operators (see Table 

3.1) was generated using oligonucleotide directed mutagenesis according to 

Kunkel 1985. The plasmid containing the mutagenized ~ gene was used 

to transform a strain bearing two types of gene fusions potentially sensitive to 

repression by~. The first was a fusion of ~ to an SOS gene with a 

non-mutant operator. The second was a fusion of a symmetrically altered 

~ operator, designated OCC, to la&1 (see ii). Expression of la&1 was 

monitored by a third gene fusion of the ~ to the 1iU gene of pBR322 (see 

Figure 3.2). A specificity mutant which recognizes the altered operator in front 



Figure 3.2. Method of genetic selection for ~ specificity mutants. Three 

different LexA repressor specificities are diagrammed. Repression is 

indicated by a solid line and absence of repression by a dashed line. Lac 

phenotype was ascertained by colony color on a MacConkey lactose plate. 

Low operator occupancy of the ~ operator by LexA protein resulted in high 

Lac expression and red colony formation (designated "+") and high operator 

occupancy by LexA protein resulted in a white colony formation (designated 

"_H). A) Repressor with wild-type specificity {lexA+} does not recognize the 

recAocc operator resulting in high level expression of ~ and represses the 

.Iacop::tet fusion. The resulting cell is tetracycline sensitive (designated "S"). 

B) & C) Repressor with altered {LexA(Alt)} or relaxed specificity {LexA(Rel)} 

recognizes the recAocc operator resulting in low expression of ~ and 

derepression of the lacop::tet fusion. The resulting cell is tetracycline resistant 

(deSignated "R"). 
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LexA Repressor Tet Lac 

cc + + + (,fICA) :: lacl (lac) :: tet o (suIA):: lacZ S A. LexA 0 0 

I I -r T T L_ -.I 

cc + + 
B. LexA (A/t) 0 (,fICA) :: lacl 0 (lac) :: tet o (suIA):: lacZ R + 

I I T I -r -r 
I L_ - - .I I 
L_ - - - - - - - - "" 

cc + + 
C. LexA (Rei) 0 (,fICA) :: lacl 0 (lac) :: tet o (suIA):: IacZ R 

I 
I ,... 

T L_ - - "" 

Figure 3.2 Method of genetic selection for ~ specificity mutants. 



of 1ac.l but not the normal 50S operator in front of .lakZ should have a Tet r, 

Lac+ phenotype. A repressor with wild-type specificity should have a Tet 5, 

Lac- phenotype and repressor with relaxed specificity, i.e. having affinity for 

several operators, should have a Tet r, Lac- phenotype, as shown in Figure 

3.2. 
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Five isogeneic tester strains were constructed, each of which contained 

three different types of fusions: i) a recAoccp::lacl cloned into Tn5 and 

inserted into the chromosome; ii) a lacop::tet fusion present on pBR322 

(pATT10); iii) the .5.U.JAQ+p::lacZ fusion contained in a resident prophage. 

These strains only differed in the ~ operator used to regulate lam 

expression (AT575 = recAo+, AT579 = recA01411, AT577 = recA01414, 

AT578 = recA01415, AT741 = recAo141S). Each recAoccp::lacl fusion was 

cloned into the 8amHI site in transposon Tn5 and hopped randomly into the E. 

coli chromosome. 

Each of the above strains was transformed with a plasmid mixture 

carrying a mutagenized ~ gene. This plasmid (pAT 41), which had a low 

copy number, was compatible with pBR322 and harbored a single copy of the 

~ gene. The lilxA gene was mutagenized with highly substituted 

oligonucleotides in the region specifying the putative recognition (alpha 3) 

domain of LexA protein. Transformed cells were allowed to grow 

nonselectively for 1.5 hours and then split in half and grown in the absence of 

tetracycline overnight. This period of incubation was necessary to allow 

expression of the Tetr phenotype. Aliquots of this overnight mixture were then 
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plated selecting for tetracycline resistant cells. Since original transformants 

were allowed to grow overnight, most, if not all, tetracycline resistant cells on a 

single plate could have been derived from the same original transformant. 

Therefore, only one mutant was chosen from each of the two split cultures. 

Tetr colonies were tested on MacConkey lactose plates to determine their Lac 

phenotype. A red colony indicated failure of the mutant LexA protein to 

recognize the sulAop region carrying a normal consensus SOS operator, a 

white colony indicated successful repression of the operator. 

The results of the Tetr selection are given below. AT579 was 

transformed 12 independent times (2000 cfu / transformation) and 7 

independent tetr cultures were isolated. Upon sequencing, 5 new ~ alleles 

lere isolated ( lexA401, lexA402, lexA404, lexA405, lexA406). AT741 was 

transformed 8 independent times (1800 cfu / transformation) and 3 

independent teV cultures were isolated. Two new ~ alleles (lexA407, and 

lexA408) were isolated from these cultures. AT577 and AT578 were similarly 

transformed but no teV colonies were obtained. 

To explore the in vivo specificity of these ~ mutants, plasm ids which 

harbored the mutants were used to transform 7 strains (AT111, AT113, AT409, 

AT410, AT411, AT978, AT979), each of which harboring a different ~ 

operator / promoter fused to a galK reporter gene. If a Gal- colony (white on 

galactose-MacConkey medium) was obtained, the mutant protein was 

recognizing that particular ~ operator, resulting in repression of gaIK. A 

red colony indicated the lack of repression of a ~ operator ga!K fusion. A 
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more quantitative assessment of gallS expression was then made for some of 

the more interesting strains by measuring galactokinase levels. 

The relative in vivo specificities of the mutant proteins for 7 different 

~ operators are shown in Table 3.1. One.Le.xA mutant (EK45) repressed 

the symmetrically altered recAo1411 operator (GTG TATGAGCATA CA~, the 

underscore indicates changed nucleotides). This mutant had little or no 

affinity for the wild-type ~ operator, and for the other five symmetrically 

altered operators. The behavior of the mutant suggests that the lysine at 

position 45 of LexA protein can make contacts with the consensus 5' terminal 

C:G base-pair and the 3' terminal G:C base-pair of the altered recAo1411 

operator. 

To further characterize the binding specificity of EK45 protein, the 

protein was purified and tested for binding to normal and mutant ~ 

operators by a gel retardation assay. Figure 3.2 depicts the binding 

specificity of EK45. Two 32P end-labeled fragments were used: alSO bp 

fragment containing the recAo1411 operator and a 550 bp fragment 

containing the wild-type ~ operator. As shown in Figure 3.2, with 

increasing concentration of EK45 added, the 150bp fragment containing the 

altered ~ operator is 90 % bound at 17 nM of EK45 protein, but there was 

no detectable binding to the wild-type ~ operator at 26 nM EK45 protein. In 

contrast to EK45 protein, there was detectable binding of LexA+ protein to 

Wild-type operator at a concentration of 10 nM but no detectable binding to 

mutant ~ operator at a 100 nM concentration. This data reveal a striking 



Table 3.1. Operator specificity of ~ mutants for ~ operator sequences. 

The DNA sequences given represent half-site operator sequences. An 

enlarged bold-faced base indicates a change in a symmetrically altered ~ 

operator. Specificity was ascertained by monitoring levels of galactokinase 

activity with transcriptional fusions of the ~ operators to the g,alK gene on 

pBR322 derived plasm ids. ~ mutants, regulated by the ~ (with the 

exception of lexA405-408 in which protein synthesis was controlled by the 

lexAop), were introduced on a low copy number plasmid encoding 

spectinomycin resistance into the recAop;;gaIK tester strains. Numerical values 

are units of galactokinase activity ( pmoles of galactose phosphorylated per 

minute per O.D.650nm). Low numerical values indicate repressor binding to an 

operator sequence resulting in decreased production of galactokinase. Values 

in parenthesis indicates standard deviation of galactokinase units. 

In some cases, repression was monitored by colony color on a 

MacConkey galactose plates. Low galactokinase activity resulted in white 

colony formation (designated +), high galactokinase activity in red colony 

formation (designated "-"). +/- indicates intermediate or pink colony color. + 

indicates repression of the recAocc;;gaIK fusion (white colony), - indicates no 

repression of the recAocc;;gaIK fusion (red colony), and +/- indicates 

intermediate repression of the recAocc; ;galK fusion (pink colony). 
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Figure 3.3. Specificity of EK45 or LexA+ proteins for recAo+ and recA01 411 

operators. Each reaction contained 32[P] end-labeled recAo+ and recA01 411 

DNA at a concentration of (20-30) pM. LexA+ or EK45 protein was added and 

samples were analyzed by gel electrophoresis and autoradiography. 



specificity of LexA+ and EK45 proteins for their respective operators. 

Data such as that shown in Figure 3.3 were used to determine the 

approximate affinity of the mutant LexA proteins for meA operators and the 

results are shown in Table 3.2. 
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Another mutant, EV45, had affinity for both the wild-type and the 

recAo1411 operators but none for the other altered operators (Table 3.1). 

EV45 could not discriminate between a C (wild-type) and G (recAo1411) at 

the first position of the ~ operator, but could discriminate between C 

(wild-type) and A (recAo1412) or between a C and T (recAo1413) at the first 

position. EV45 protein also could distinguish between wild-type and mutant 

changes at other positions in the meA operator sequence. EV45 thus appears 

to be a relaxed specificity mutant. 

Relaxed specificity mutants, also termed loss-of-contact mutants, have 

been isolated in other systems such as Lac repressor (Ebright 1986), Lambda 

repressor (Hochschild and Ptashne 1986) and CAP protein (Ebright ef al. 

1987). This type of mutant binds weaker to wild-type operator and loses the 

ability to discriminate between wild-type and mutant operators altered at one 

position, but retains ability to discriminate between wild-type and mutant 

operators altered at other positions. This type of discrimination defines the 

operator position contacted by one amino acid in the repressor. Although 

EV45 cannot discriminate between C and G at the first position, it can 

discriminate between C and A or T at this position. EV45 is thus not a typical 

loss-of-contact mutant. 



Table 3.2. Binding of LexA protein to re..cA operators. ko values of LexA 

protein for ~ operator sequences. The DNA sequences given represent 

half-site operator sequences. An enlarged bold faced base indicates a 

change in a symmetrically altered re..cA operator. ko values were estimated 

using gel retardation assays. > indicates detectable binding and » no 

detectable binding at the given concentration. 
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In an attempt to obtain a typical loss-of-contact mutant and thereby to 

test the prediction that E45 contacts the positions 1 and 16 of the ~ 

operator (based on EK45 specificity), we constructed an EA45 mutant by 

cassette mutagenesis. The smaller side chain of alanine was expected to 

result in loss of contacts between amino acid 45 and the first and last 

base-pairs of the ~ operator and should also have minimized the 

disruption of the putative helical structure of LexA repressor in this region. 

EA45 had affinity for the C (wild-type), G (recA01411) and T (recA01413) 

containing ~ operator sequences (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). Reduced in vivo 

affinity was detected for the A containing ~ operator sequence 

(recA01412). Thus, the specificity of EA45 is similar to that of EV45, but in 

addition EA45 can recognize an additional substitution T in the first position of 

the consensus ~ operator. 

Based on these results, we offer two explanations for EV45 relaxed 

specificity: i) Valine at position 45 is making new protein specific contacts with 

the C:G base-pair at position 1 and the G:C base-pair at position 16 of the 

~ operator. Similar new contacts are made with the G:C base-pair at 

pOSition 1, but not with A:T or T:A base-pairs at this same position. ii) Valine at 

pOSition 45 is removing an unfavorable contact normally present between 

wild-type loA and the recA01411 operator. When this contact is removed, 

EV45 repressor can still bind wild-type operator but it can also accommodate 

a G , but not A or T at this position. EA45 was helpful in discriminating 

between the two above interpretations. On the one hand, if valine was 
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making specific contacts with only G and C base-pairs, it is likely that 

replacing valine with alanine would disrupt such contacts, resulting in reduced 

affinity for all four base-pair changes at the first position of the ~ operator. 

On the other hand, if valine was removing an unfavorable contact with G:C at 

the first position of the ~ operator, then replacement of valine with alanine, 

which has a smaller side chain, would result in a greater likelihood of EA45 

protein being able to accommodate all four base-pair changes at the first 

position of the ~ operator. The results were in better agreement with the 

second model for operator recognition, since replacement of valine with 

alanine does not disrupt binding of EA45 protein to G and C containing 

operator sequences and EA45 also binds to A containing ~ operators. 

It should also be stressed that none of the above ~ specificity 

mutants binds to ~ mutants altered at other operator positions. Rather 

these results support the notion that amino acid position 45 of LexA repressor 

contacts positions 1 and 16 of the ~ operator sequence. 

Several other ~ specificity mutants which contain multiple amino 

acid substitutions were also isolated. The fact that double and triple mutants 

which have altered DNA binding specificity can be isolated demonstrates that 

multiple amino acid changes may not interfere with repressor binding to ~ 

operator multiple mutants. lexA404 and lexA405 have specificity similar to 

that of EV45. Both these JnA mutants share the amino acid substitution 

EQ44. This suggests E44 may also be involved in contacting positions 1 and 

16 of the ~ operator. lexA40Z and lexA408 recognize the recA0140Z 
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operator sequence. lexA407 contains two of the three amino acid 

substitutions found in lexA408 which may argue that amino acid positions 41 

and/or 42 in Wild-type repressor are involved in contacting the second 

base-pair of the ~ operator sequence. If this were the case, the relative 

orientations of the recognition helix of LexA repressor to its operator may be 

reversed from those of lambda cl or Cre proteins. Hydroxyl radical footprinting 

using LexA repressor and the !ll.cA operator also suggests this mode of 

binding (Hurstel et al. 1988). Recent studies have suggested that the 

recognition helix of Lac repressor may be inverted as well (Boelens et al. 

'987). However, since the multiple amino acid substitutions that generate 

these le!A specificity mutants have not been separated, the interpretation of 

their behavior is difficult. 

Discussion: 

We have identified a contact between E45 and base-pairs at two-fold 

related positions 1 and 16 of the ~ operator. Identification of this contact is 

based on the following observations: i) EK45 has 10 fold greater affinity for 

the altered recA01411 than for wild-type ~ operator. This protein has no 

detectable affinity for any ~ operator sequences altered at other 

symmetrically related positions. We conclude that EK45 contacts the C:G 

base-pair at position 1 and G:C base-pair at position 16 of the ~ operator 

sequence. ii) wild-type LexA protein exhibits high specificity between G:C, 

A:T, T:A and C:G base-pairs at position 1 of the ~ operator. Replacement 
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of E45 of LexA protein with valine or alanine reduces this specificity. EV45 

and EA45 may be removing unfavorable contacts normally present between 

E45 of LexA protein and G:C, A:T, T:A base-pairs at position 1 of the ~ 

operator. The fact that single amino acid substitutions at position 45 affect 

recognition of operator sequences altered only at positions 1 and 16 strongly 

favors the notion that amino acid 45 contacts positions 1 and 16 of the ~ 

operator. 

The lack of a crystal structure for LexA protein limits our interpretation of 

contacts made between positions 1 and 16 of the ~ operator and amino 

acid 45. However, assuming these mutations do not affect the overall 

structure of LexA protein, we offer the following suggestions for the interaction 

between E45 of LexA protein and the C:G base-pair at position 1 and the G:C 

base-pair at position 16 of the mQA operator sequence. Based on the finding 

that EV45 and EA45 can accommodate a C or G at position 1 of the ~ 

operator about as well as wild-type LexA protein can accommodate a C at this 

same position, we offer two models for the repressor-operator interaction. i) 

EV45 and EA45 can make favorable contacts with both C:G and G:C 

base-pairs at the first position. These contacts restore the presumed lost 

contact made between E45 and the C:G base-pair at position 10f the ~ 

operator. EA45 can also make contact with the T:A base-pair at this same 

position and perhaps no contact (favorable or unfavorable) with the A:T 

base-pair. (EV45 would make no contact with the A:T or T:A base-pair at 

position 1 of the ~ operator.) Here, specificity of E45 for the C:G base-pair 
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at position 1 and G:C base-pair at position 16 is maintained through favorable 

contacts such as hydrogen bonds and/or Van der Waals interactions. ii) E45 

tolerates a C:G at position 1, but this contact does not significantly contribute 

to the overall binding energy of the repressor-operator interaction. Thus, 

substitution of E45 with valine or alanine .nay simply remove an unfavorable 

contact between E45 and G:C at position 1, resulting in similar affinity for C:G 

and G:C at position 1. EA45 also accommodates a T:A at the same position, 

but not an A:T base-pair, perhaps due to steric hindrance, adverse 

electrostatic or hydration effects. EV45 would have similar difficulties 

accommodating an A:T or T:A base-pair at position 1 of the ~ operator. 

Thus, the specificity of E45 for C:G at position 1 and G:C base-pair at position 

16 is maintained not through hydrogen bond-like contacts, but rather by the 

lack of ability of E45 to accommodate any other base-pair except the wild-type 

base-pair sequences. This mode of recognition has been suggested by Von 

Hippel and Berg 1986, as a probable determinant of specificity. 

It should be possible to distinguish these models by ascertaining the 

relative importance of base-pairs in the ~ operator sequence by using a 

method described by Brunelle and Schleif 1987, which would allow ordered 

removal of bases in duplex DNA in the region of the LexA binding site. Model 

(ii) would predict that the base removal of a 5' C or a 3' G at position 10f the 

~ operator would not drastically affect the binding of LexA protein, whereas 

model (i) would predict base removal at position 1 would drastically affect 

LexA binding because of disruption of theoretical contacts made between 
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position 45 and the mkA operator (A. Thliveris and Noel Carlson, unpublished 

data). 

These genetic methods make no predictions as to the structural motif 

LexA protein utilizes to bind to DNA. However, it is interesting that amino 

acids we have identified to be important for LexA protein binding to its 

operator sequence were in the same region as a predicted helix-turn-helix 

motif structure. More extensive computer homology studies of LexA protein 

with other helix-turn-helix like proteins have shown good alignment with the 

first helix and poor alignment with the second, or putative recognition, helix 

(Ohlendorf et al. 1983a; Hurstel et al. 1986). Circular dichroism studies 

(Hurstel et al. 1986) have shown the N-terminus of LexA protein contains a 

substantial amount of alpha helical structure. Chou Fasman analysis (Hurstel 

et al. 1988) also predicts helical segments corresponding to helix 2 (amino 

acids 29-35) and to helix 3 (amino acids 42-51). 

The first two amino acids of the recognition helices of A cl and Cro 

proteins are in contact with the outermost base-pairs of their operator 

sequences. The data presented here suggest that amino acid position 45 

contacts the outermost base-pairs of the ~ operator sequence. If LexA 

protein binds to DNA in a fashion similar to that of A cl and Cro proteins, (Le. 

the first two amino acids of the recognition helix contact the outermost base

pairs of an operator sequence), then amino acids 39-43 may be part of an 

extended hinge region that separates the two helices. 



CHAPTER 4 

EVIDENCE THAT AT LEAST TWO MONOMERS OF E. COLI LEXA 

PROTEIN ACT TO REPRESS A TARGET GENE 
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In the previous chapter. we isolated several negative dominant mutants 

in LexA protein following mutagenesis of the entire lexA gene. The mutations 

changed amino acids in the putative helix-turn-helix motif of LexA protein. 

In order to extend this analysis. we have used cassette mutagenesis to 

isolate a large number of mutations in the putative recognition helix of LexA 

protein. The ability of the mutant proteins to act as a functional repressor and 

to confer a dominant phenotype to ~+ was determined. Several defective 

dominant LexA proteins were isolated. The mutations generating this 

phenotype tended to be located at specific amino acid pOSitions. 

In another line of investigation we have used hybrid LexA multimers 

and hybrid ~ operators to investigate the interaction of LexA protein with its 

DNA binding site. Here. we reasoned that if a LexA monomer interacts with 

an operator half site. then it should be possible to bind a hybrid ~ operator 

consisting of a wild-type and mutant half site by mixing proteins which have 

affinity for either the half site. This study demonstrated that at least one LexA 

monomer interacts with each half-site of the ~ operator. 
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Besutts 

Cassette mutagenesis of LexA protein 

In order to analyze the putative recognition helix of LexA protein in 

greater detail, we have generated a large number of additional mutants by 

localized mutagenesis of the WxA helix-turn-helix region with highly 

substituted oligonucleotides. A large number of defective ~ mutants were 

isolated and then screened for trans-dominance to WxA+. 

For these experiments, a derivative of pBB322 with the ~ gene fused 

to ~ was constructed (pA IT 40). The plasmid carried two unique silent 

restriction sites flanking the gene sequence corresponding to the putative 

recognition helix. A fragment carrying the wild-type sequence flanked by 

these sites was removed and replaced by a highly mutagenized fragment. 

The fragment was prepared by hybridizing two complementary highly 

substituted oligonucleotides. This type of targeted mutagenesis, termed 

cassette mutagenesis, allowed the generation of a large number of single and 

double mutations within this defined region of LexA protein. 

Plasmids which failed to produce fully active repressor were identified 

by transforming a lexA71 (Def-) E. coli strain (JL 1447) bearing a suIA::lacZ 

fusion present on a prophage. Plasmids harboring ~ (Def-) alleles were 

identified as red colonies among the transformed cells on MacConkey lactose 

plates. 

When JL 1447 was transformed with the mutagenized plasmid mixture, 
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840 out of a total of 2000 transformants were pink / red, presumably because 

they failed to make fully active LexA protein. Plasmids derived from 20 white 

colonies and 47 pink to red colonies were sequenced. No base-pair 

substitutions were found in plasmids derived from the white colonies. 

However, of the 47 sequenced mutants, 36, 9 and 2 contained single, double 

and triple base-pair substitutions, respectively. 18 amino acid substitutions 

were represented among the 36 single mutants. Due to the complexity of 

analyzing multiple amino acid substitutions, plasmids harboring double and 

triple nucleotide changes were not characterized further. 

Since expression of the ~ mutants was regulated by the ~, 

addition of IPTG allowed increased synthesis of mutant protein. 

13-galactosidase assays were performed in the absence (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) 

and presence of IPTG to quantitate the defective behavior of the mutant 

repressors. By this sensitive assay, the results indicate that 6 of 18 mutants 

failed to repress the suIA::lacZ fusion and that the other mutants obtained 

(most of which were at amino acid position 44) showed variable levels of 

repression. We conclude that amino acid substitutions conferring a defective 

phenotype can occur at a number of locations in this region. 

The above set of defective mutants might be composed of a class which 

fails to produce stable repressor and a class which produces intact repressor 

that cannot bind to DNA. The latter class of mutant should be dominant to 

J.e.xA+ if mutant monomers can interfer with binding of normal repressor to an 

operator sequence. To determine whether the above mutant alleles were 
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Figure 4.1. Repression of the suIA::lacZ gene fusion by the specified .w!A 

mutant. The vertical axis shows the level of p-galactosidase activity represented 

by a bar. The value is shown at the top of each bar. Mutants are listed across 

the x-axis according to their order in the protein sequence. Numerical values are 

the average of at least 2 experiments. The standard error of each value was less 

than 12%. 
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dominant, a set of strains was made which produced 10- to 30-fold more 

defective protein than LexA+ protein. The object was to overproduce mutant 

protein and test whether the protein would interfere with the function of normal 

LexA protein, perhaps by forming defective mixed multimers. To ascertain the 

in vivo dominance of the 18 single mutants by this methOd, plasmids 

harboring the mutant gene were used to transform an E. coli strain (AT1078) 

with the following genetic elements: i) A resident prophage harboring a single 

copy of ~+ regulated by the ~ promoter to avoid complications due to Ji!A 

autoregulation; ii) A low copy number plasmid harboring a recAo+p::gaIK 

fusion to detect the degree of ~ repression by galactokinase assays; iii) An 

F' episome harboring laklq to regulate the level of LexA+ and LexA defective 

repressors. With this system of regulation, the induced ~ gene in the 

prophage produced 10- to 30-fold less wild-type protein than the mutant 

protein produced by the high copy number plasmid. 

Galactokinase assays were performed at 10·5 M IPTG, a concentration 

empirically determined to be the minimum which induced the chromosomal 

~+ gene levels high enough to repress the recAo+p::gaIK fusion. The same 

concentration of IPTG was used to test for dominance in strains carrying both 

the prophage and plasmids bearing the wild-type and mutant alleles 

respectively. The results of these galactokinase assays are summarized in 

Figure 4.3. 

This analysis resulted in the identification of two classes of mL:~ant 

repressors. The first class of mutants (7 of 18) conferred a defective dominant 
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Figure 4.3. Negative dominance of the specified ~ mutant in AT1078 (A. 

lacop::lexA+, recAo+p::gaIK). The axis and data are as described in Figure 
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4.1, except the vertical axis represents the level of galactokinase activity. The 

standard error of each value was less than 14%. 
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phenotype. These mutants, which include AP42, AE42, AV42, AD43, EK45, 

HP46, and HD46, presumably produce intact protein capable of interacting 

with wild-type monomers resulting in nonfunctional repressor. The second 

class of mutants (11 of 18) showed no detectable dominance. This class had 

originally shown partial repression of the suIA::lacZ fusion in the presence of 

IPTG. These mutants, which include SY39, NH41, AT42, AT43, AV43, EA44, 

EV44, EG44, ED44, EK44, and HN46, were presumably not dominant 

because they produce partially active repressor molecules. These data 

reveal that amino acid substitutions in this region can cause a defective 

dominant phenotype. The amino acid substitutions in this class probably do 

not drastically alter the conformation of the repressor in the DNA binding 

domain. 

Binding of LexA protein to a hybrid ~ operator 

One interpretation of the above experiment is that multimers of LexA 

protein composed of functional and non-functional subunits are unable to 

work as a repressor. The ability to make mixed multimers and hybrid 

operators presented an opportunity to examine this interaction in greater 

detail. 

To demonstrate that LexA monomers interact with a half-site of the ~ 

operator, a previously isolated LexA specificity mutant was used (unpublished 

results). This mutant, lexA408, is a triple mutant (PA40, NS41, AS42), which 

has affinity for a symmetrically altered ~ operator, recAoccHQ1 
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(C~GTATGA.GCATACGG, the underscore indicates changed nucleotides) . 

We reasoned that, if LexA monomer could interact with an operator half-site, a 

hybrid operator containing a wildtype half-site and a mutant half-site, 

recAoc~ (CTGTATGA.GCATACGG ) could be bound by a hybrid repressor 

composed of wildtype and mutant monomers. 

A series of strains harboring a recAo+, the symmetrically altered 

operator (recAocc140Z), or hybrid operator (recAocHQ2) galK.fusions in the 

presence of wildtype LexA protein, LexA408 protein, or both LexA+ and 

LexA408 proteins were constructed. Galactokinase assays were used to 

ascertain the repression of the recAop::gaIK fusions as described above (see 

Table 4.1). The assays demonstrated that the most efficient repression of the 

hybrid operator recAoc1406::gaIK fusion occurred in the presence of both 

LexA+ and LexA408 proteins and that reduced repression occurred in the 

presence of LexA408 protein alone. LexA+ protein alone was unable to 

repress this gene fusion. 

To examine the binding of LexA+ and LexA408 protein to operator 

DNA, these proteins were individually purified and their binding to operator 

DNA was measured using gel shift assays. LexA+ and LexA408 proteins 

were mixed in equimolar ratios, and the affinity of this mixture of proteins for 

recAo+, recAocc~, or recAoc~ operators was measured (see Figure 

4.4). Binding of this protein mixture to the hybrid operator (recAoc~) was 

observed. In contrast, LexA+ prot~in had no detectable affinity for the hybrid 

operator, and LexA408 protein had reduced affinity for the hybrid operator. In 
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Figure 4.4. Specificity of LexA+ protein, LexA408 protein, and an equimolar 

mixture of both proteins for recAoc.1AQ2. Each reaction contained end-labeled 

recAoc14Q§ DNA at a concentration of 20 - 30 pM. LexA+ and I or LexA408 

was added to end-labeled fragment and samples were analyzed by gel 

electrophoresis and autoradiography. 



Table 4.1. A) The effect of LexA+ protein, LexA408 protein, and a mix of both 

proteins on repression of recAo+, recAoccllQZ, and recAoc,HQ§ galK fusions. 

All strains were derivatives of DM1415. LexA+ was regulated by ~ and 

was present in single copy on a resident prophage. lexA408 was regulated 

by ~ and present on a low copy number plasmid encoding spectinomycin 

resistance. "Mix" represents a strain harboring both a prophage producing 

LexA+ protein and a low copy number plasmid producing LexA408 protein. 

The recAo+::gaIK, recAocc140Z::gaIK, and recAoc1406::gaIK fusions were 

present on a pBR322 derivative encoding ampicillin resistance. Strains 

harboring these genetic elements were grown in A broth containing the 

appropriate antibiotics. Numerical values (galactokinase units) are the 

average of at least 2 experiments. The single standard error of each value 

was not greater than 12%. B) Purified LexA+, LexA408, and an equimolar 

mixture of both proteins (designated "Mix") were added to an end-labeled 

fragment containing recAo+, recAocclill, or recAocllQ.6.. ko measurements 

were estimated using gel shift assays. > indicates detectable binding and » 

no detectable binding at the given concentration. 
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LexA allele 

LexA+ 

LexA408 

Mix 

B) 

LexA orotein 

LexA+ 

LexA408 

Mix 
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GalK Units 

m.c.AQ+::~ m.c.AQcc140Z::gaIK ~c1406::gaIK 

43 310 320 

150 50 94 

45 54 61 

kD measurements using gel shift assays 

recAo+ 

20nM 

»80nM 

recAocc1!O.Z 

»300nM 

225nM 

recAoc~ 

»l00nM 

>80nM 

90nM 

TABLE 4.1. In vivo and in vitro binding of LexA+. LexA408. or a mix of both 

proteins to the recAo+. recAoccllQl, or recAocliQ§. operator. 
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additional experiments of this type, ko's for binding of LexA+, LexA408, or an 

equimolar mixture of LexA+ and LexA408 proteins to wildtype meA operator, 

recAocc1!Ql, or recAoc~ hybrid operator were determined (Table 4.1). 

Discussion 

We have conducted a detailed mutational analysis of amino acids in 

LexA protein that were predicted to be in the DNA binding domain based on 

genetic analysis (discussed in the previous chapter). In this study, cassette 

mutagenesis has been used to further investigate the role of this putative 

domain in DNA binding. This type of mutagenesis has resulted in the isolation 

of 18 amino acid substitutions in the putative recognition helix of LexA protein. 

These mutants fell into two classes based on the degree of repressor activity 

and trans-dominance to LexA+. 

In the first class, all mutations which abolish repressor activity (6 of 18) 

were shown to be dominant to wild-type LexA protein. In addition, EK45 

which exhibited low repressor activity, also conferred a negative dominant 

phenotype. One interpretation of these results is that the mutant proteins act 

by forming inactive multimers with wild-type protein. The isolation of these 

mutants suggests that LexA protein may interact with operator DNA as a 

multimer. 

In the previous chapter, EK44 was isolated as a negative dominant 

mutant. In this assay system, ~ expression was controlled by its own 

promoter and thereby subject to autoregulation. For this reason, it was difficult 
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to know the relative levels of each protein in the cell. The amount of EK44 

protein in the cell could have been low enough to confer a negative 

phenotype and the ratio between EK44 and LexA+ proteins could have been 

high enough to confer a dominant phenotype. 

EK44 did not confer a negative dominant phenotype with the assay 

system described in this chapter. Here, the expression of EK44 and LexA+ 

proteins was regulated by the 1ak promoter and the relative amounts of each 

protein was a function of the difference in copy number of the replicons which 

harbored each protein. EK44 may not have conferred a negative dominant 

phenotype because this protein has partial repressor activity at the 

concentration of IPTG used in these experiments. 

In the second class, 11 of 18 mutations reduced but did not abolish the 

repressor activity of LexA protein. Since a fraction of the mutant proteins have 

repressor activity, the corresponding functional domains must be intact. 

These mutants are interesting because they provide information about the 

types of amino acid changes that are tolerated in the protein. A similar study 

has been done with A repressor (Reidhaar-Olsen and Sauer 1988). Since the 

changes are in the predicted DNA binding domain, they could conceivably 

alter the interaction with DNA to form new contacts between amino acid side 

chains and DNA nucleotides or remove unfavorable contacts. For example, in 

Chapter 3, we have obtained results which indicate that another mutant 

EV45, binds to the wild-type ~ operator. However, EV45 is a relaxed 

specificity mutant since it also binds to the symmetrically altered recAocc.l!11 
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operator. 

Amino acid substitutions at positions 42 and 44 had different effects on 

protein behavior. Three of Four amino acid substitutions at position 42 

resulted in negative dominant LexA repressors. These substitutions, AP42, 

AE42, or AV42 may disrupt the entire DNA binding domain while not affecting 

the oligomerization domain of LexA repressor. This interpretation stems from 

the observation that these mutant proteins have little or no repressor function 

possibly due to disruption of several DNA-protein contacts. In contrast, 5 of 5 

amino acid substitutions at position 44 reduced but did not abolish repressor 

activity of the mutant protein. Position 44 appears to be more tolerant of 

amino acid substitutions. EA44, EV44, EG44, ED44, or EK44 mutant proteins 

may disrupt a small number of DNA-protein contacts resulting in partially 

active LexA repressor. These mutants are presumably not dominant because 

the partially defective repressors would have substantial affinity for the ~ 

binding site. Although it is tempting to speculate about the variation in mutant 

types with respect to amino acid pOSition, the screen used and the 

non-randomness of the mutagen treatment may have biased the types of 

mutants obtained. The biases of the mutagen treatment are as follows: i) All 

the amino acid codons were not doped equally. In most cases, the first two 

bases of each codon were subject to mixed base synthesis and in other 

cases, one or three bases of the codon was subject to mixed base synthesis. 

ii) The hybridization of mixed oligomers may have been influenced by the 

position of the non-wildtype base in the single stranded species and thereby 



biasing the population of mismatched duplex DNA available for subsequent 

DNA available for subsequent cloning. 
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The interaction of LexA protein with its DNA binding site was analyzed 

further in vivo and in vitro by producing mixed protein multimers and by 

demonstrating their binding to a hybrid binding site. LexA+ and LexA408 

proteins have affinity for the wild-type ~ and symmetrically altered 

r.f.c.AQ1.4.QZ operators, respectively. LexA408 protein has reduced affinity, and 

LexA+ protein has little or no affinity for the hybrid operator (recAocllQ§), 

which consists of one half-site from the wild-type ~ operator, and one 

half-site from the symmetrically altered recAoccllQZ operator. In vivo, the 

most efficient repression of a hybrid ~ operator ga!K gene fusion 

(recAo140S::galK) occurs in a strain which is co·producing ~+ and lexA408 

proteins. A mixture of the same two proteins bound to the hybrid recAo1406 

operator in vitro. Although the difference in binding of LexA408 protein and a 

mixture of both LexA408 and LexA+ proteins to the hybrid recAo140S operator 

is small, we feel these two experiments suggest that at least one LexA 

monomer interacts with a single half-site of the ~ operator sequence. 

Two models for ~ binding to an operator sequence are shown in 

Figure 4.5. First. it is conceivable that Lex A protein could bind DNA in a 

cooperative fashion. Here, one LexA monomer interacts with a half-site of a 

target operator. A second monomer then binds to the site in a cooperative 

fashion. The second monomer interacts both with the previously bound 

monomer and the other operator half site. Glucocorticoid receptor appears to 



bind DNA in this fashion (Tasi et a/. 1988). A second model for LexA 

repressor binding involves the formation of a dimer in solution. The dimer 
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then binds to an operator, similar to current models for binding of A cl, A Cro, 

and Trp proteins to their binding sites. 

In support of the first model, LexA protein appears to be primarily 

monomeric in solution, having a dissociation constant of 50 JlM (Schnarr et a/. 

1985). In contrast, A cl and A ero proteins exist largely as dimers in solution. 

In this model, binding of a single wild-type monomer to a half-operator site is 

unstable until a second monomer binds to the other half-operator site and 

forms a dimer with the first monomer. This model assumes that once bound, 

the dimer-DNA complex is stable, i.e. the gene is repressed. A monomer 

defective in DNA binding would not be able to bind initially to an unoccupied 

operator, or would bind in an unstable fashion. Thus, it would be unlikely that 

a defective monomer could interfere with binding of a wild-type monomer at 

the first stage of binding. We are therefore left to consider the binding of a 

defective vs. wild-type monomer to the second half-site of an operator 

containing a pre-bound wild-type monomer. If a defective monomer could not 

associate with a previously bound wild-type monomer, this would allow a 

second wild-type monomer to interact with the complex resulting in stable 

dimer formation on the operator. Thus, defective monomers would not be 

dominant to functional monomers by this model. 

Another interpretation of the first model that might allow a dominant 
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effect and thus be consistent with our genetic results is as follows. If a 

defective monomer formed a dimer with a previously bound wild-type 

monomer, the complex would be expected to be unstable for DNA binding 

and the heterodimer would leave the operator. In this case, defective 

monomers might interfere with binding of a second wild-type monomer to 

operator DNA by competing with wild-type monomers for prebound wild-type 

monomer/operator substrate. Thus, by this mechanism, defective monomers 

would be dominant to wild-type monomers. 

The second model can also accommodate our genetic results. A 

classical interpretation of negative dominant mutants involves the inhibition of 

the function of a wild-type gene product by overproduction of a variant of the 

same product. If LexA protein is multimeric, like many other DNA binding 

proteins, a variant capable of interacting with the wild-type gene product, but 

otherwise defective, will be inhibitory by the formation of non-functional 

multimers. In this model, mixed dimers will form in solution between wild-type 

and non-functional LexA monomers, resulting in a defective dominant 

phenotype. 
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A. -crG-~ 

B. -crG-CAG- -crG-CNJ-

/ 

Figure 4.5. Models for LexA protein binding to an operator sequence. A) a 

model in which LexA monomers interact with an operator sequentially. B) a 

model in which LexA dimers interact with an operator. 
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SUMMARY 

This dissertation describes a detailed genetic and biochemical analysis 

of the LexA DNA binding domain. Previous studies have mapped the DNA 

binding domain to the N-terminus of LexA protein. Upon mutagenesis of the 

entire ~ gene, negative dominant mutants were isolated in a region 

predicted to have a helix-turn-helix motif. The putative recognition helix of this 

motif was further characterized by using cassette mutagenesis. This 

procedure resulted in the isolation of several additional negative dominant 

and partially defective LexA repressors. The fact that a fraction of mutants 

harboring amino acid substitutions in the putative helix-turn-helix region were 

trans-dominant to ~+ implies that LexA protein binds to DNA as a multimer. 

A second line of investigation has resulted in the isolation of ~ 

specificity mutants. A novel genetic selection was used to isolate ~ 

mutants which bind to symmetrically altered ~ operator sequences. This 

selection resulted in the isolation of mutant LexA repressors which have new 

binding specificities. These mutants have lead to identification of amino acids 

in the repressor which make specific contacts with base-pair(s) in the DNA 

binding site. These data have defined the region of LexA protein involved in 

DNA binding. However, several unanswered questions still remain. 

First, it is unclear whether Lex A repressor binds to DNA as a monomer 

or dimer. The interaction of LexA protein with its DNA binding site was 

analyzed in vivo and in vitro by co-producing or mixing mutant and wild-type 
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proteins and demonstrating their binding to a hybrid binding site. These 

studies suggest that at least one LexA monomer interacts with a single 

half-site of the mkA operator sequence. The isolation of several negative 

dominant mutants argues for either a monomeric or multi me ric mode of 

binding. If LexA protein is primarily monomeric in the cell as it appears to be 

in solution, then the monomeric model for binding would be favored. 

Biochemical analysis involving LexA protein binding to a half-operator may 

provide insightful information as to the mechanism of binding. 

A second unanswered question is that both models for LexA protein 

binding to an operator predict amino acids important for protein-protein 

association and as yet, no such residues have been identified. One approach 

leading to the identification of such a domain would involve the isolation of 

pseudo revertants of partially defective LexA repressors. Mutations which 

restore wild-type binding to a ~ operator could potentially map to two 

locations in LexA protein. i) The DNA binding domain. The second site 

mutants would restore repressor activity by establishing new specific and/or 

nonspecific contacts with DNA. ii) The amino acids important for protein

protein association. Here, second site mutations would act to restore 

repressor activity by stabilizing protein-protein interactions, hence increasing 

the relative concentration of LexA protein DNA binding to non-binding 

species. Mutants such as these may provide valuable information as to the 

location of the amino acids in LexA repressor important for protein-protein 

oligomerization. 
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A third unanswered question concerns the details of the LexA protein 

structure which as yet, has not been determined. Regions of LexA protein 

involved in protein-protein and DNA-protein association will be known when 

the crystal structure is solved. Although the structure will identify the LexA 

protein DNA binding motif as well as amino acid residues most likely to 

contact DNA, genetic and biochemical data will playa critical role in 

deciphering the details of the amino acid-base pair interactions. 
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